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THE EFFECT OF VOID DISTRIBUTION ON THE HUGONIOT
 
STATE OF POROUS MEDIA
 

1. Introduction 

1.1. Basic Concepts 

This is an investigation of planar shock wave behavior in porous material, with a focus on 

the impact of of hole, or "void," size distribution in the medium before and during shocking. 

A shock wave, as opposed to an elastic wave, arises when there is disturbance to a medium 

faster than the medium's elastic response can remove the pressure from the area of disturbance. 

The resulting shock wave propagates through the medium at a speed faster than the bulk speed 

of sound in that material. An elastic wave is attenuated by dispersion, where the faster frequency 

components in the wave move ahead and the wave spreads out. In a shock wave, the pressure 

increases faster than the medium can unload it, so the pressure builds as the wave progresses. 

Since wave speed is an increasing function of pressure, components of the wave in the higher 

pressure areas move faster than components located in the lower pressure areas, such as at the 

beginning of the disturbance. Thus, faster components of the wave are located behind the slower 

components. This has two consequences. As the faster components catch up to the slower, the 

front part of the wave becomes steeper, and eventually is represented by a discontinuity. This 

discontinuity is often called the "shock front." The second consequence is that the release part 

of the wave, which represents diminishing pressure, becomes more spread out since the faster 

components are closer to the leading edge of the wave [2]. The pressure release can occur in two 

characteristic ways. Often the medium being shocked is very dense, and the shocked material 

cannot expand under pressure. In this case, the shock wave tends to keep its morphology after 

the "rise-time," the time it takes the shock front to build into a discontinuity. In situations where 

the shocked material can expand, matrial will be lost in the back of the shock wave as the shock 

moves along, and eventually the release wave will overtake the shock front and cause decay of the 

shock wave itself [2]. Porous materials fall somewhere in between these two extremes. This study 

does not consider decay of the shock wave, however. 

Physical examples of shock waves would be the cone shapes one sees in Chernenkov radia

tion, jet fighter sonic booms, or the V-shaped bow waves from boats. The shock waves considered 

in this work are plane wave shocks, and do not have a point-source morphology. 

Porous materials may be characterized in a number of ways. The simplest definition is 

a material that contains holes, or areas filled by either a vacuum or gas. Porous tends to imply 
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Figure 1.1. Time-lapse progression of a shock wave. The large arrows represent the faster speed 
at which the higher pressure part of the wave travels. The smaller arrows represent the slower, 
lower-pressure components of the wave. Notice that as the wave progresses, the faster components 
catch up and eventually overtake the leading slow components. If the material was allowed to 
expand in the release part of the wave, then the peak pressure plateau would shrink in size until 
the release component overtook the leading shock component. 

many pores, so the term "porous cardboard box" would be suggesting that viscous materials may 

pass through the walls of the box, and not that the box is empty. Porous also tends to imply 

that the holes, or "voids" are interconnected. This is called open-pore porosity. The opposite is 

termed closed-pore, where the voids in the material may or may not be adjoining, but do not have 

any openings in their walls. Both of these conditions are possible. Porous materials may have an 

infinite number of morphologies. They may be of interconnected materials, or packed grains that 

could be any number of shapes and sizes themselves. 

The media considered in this work would be best described as granular, porous, ductile, 

and non-reactive. A soft metal "sand" is fairly accurate. The grains are considered to be round 

on average, but may be any size. Upon shocking, the medium experiences compaction, possible 

solid-material expansion if the porosity is high enough, and continuous melting if the material 

becomes hot enough. No reactions or changes of state are considered. The physical constants of 

aluminum are used for these particular computations, but the overall conclusions may apply to 

any material with the same basic characteristics. 
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1.2. Background 

This research was done as a result of a need of characterizing the response of porous mate

rials to shocking by small particles. There is current interest in intact capture and recovery of dust 

particles from space, and the most practical method seems to be to catch them with a spacecraft. 

Preservation of the long-range order of the dust grains is of utmost importance, so porous materials 

were chosen due to the reduced impact they would have on an object in a hypervelocity collision. 

The intent of this project is to investigate the effects of different distributions of void sizes in a 

porous material on the final Hugoniot pressure of a shocked state. 

By the late 1800's wave propagation through media was theoretically well established. 

This did not include shock waves, however, since they are basically a non-linear phenomenon, and 

were difficult to produce and study in the laboratory. The fundamentals of shocks had been worked 

out, but since the atomic interaction could be discussed only in a general sense, the equations used 

were thermodynamic state equations, developed for the shock case by Hugoniot. 

Beginning in the fifties, shock research was a major focus for the United States and the 

former Soviet Union [5], [15]. Shock behavior tends to be material, application, and even exper

iment dependent. Hence, interest has depended more on the response to a specific need, such as 

the motivation behind this work, and not as much on general interest in the physical phenomena 

of shocking. 

In 1969, D. John Pastine introduced an model that allowed a distribution of void sizes in 

a porous material to be employed in the standard Rankine-Hugoniot equation of state for shocked 

materials. The distribution equation was based on the shock, or Hugoniot, pressure, the shear 

strength, and the size and number of voids in the material. 

This approximation was most recently used by David Griffiths and Doug Buettner' of 

Oregon State University, and Peter Tsou at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, in con

nection with work on interplanetary hypervelocity particle capture using highly porous materials. 

Their work appeared in the paper, Effect of void-size distribution on the Hugoniot state at low 

shock pressures [18]. 

'Currently spending a year in Dallas, TX, for XonTech, Inc. 
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1.3. Development of Equations for a Shocked State 

The Rankine-Hugoniot equation of state will, from this point on, be referred to as the 

Rankine-Hugoniot equation or, more simply, Hugoniot equation, or even Hugoniot. The Rankine-

Hugoniot equation of state is not by strict definition an equation of state, but actually a collection 

of final state points. If there were no other conflicting uses of the name in this work, It would 

be better to stick to the more popular usage. However, the Mie-Gruneisen state equation will 

be introduced, and assuming that the two equations shared the same state properties would be 

incorrect. The Mie-Gruneisen equation describes a continuous state, while the Rankine-Hugoniot 

equation does not. 

The Equation of State for shocked materials can be derived ab initio from a simple example 

of a shock wave. The example experiment here in Fig. 1.2 uses a gas, rather than a porous solid, 

but the derivation does not consider the morphology of the medium, so one may assume that 

subsequent calculations may be safely transferred to other media as well. 

The diagram below is of a three-dimensional piston inside a gas-filled tube. The piston 

moves forward at a speed greater than the speed of sound of the gas filling the tube. This creates 

a shock wave that propagates in the direction of the piston thrust. 

Figure 1.2. A Piston in a gas-filled tube. Under the influence of force F, the piston moves forward 
at a rate greater than the speed of sound in the medium, forming a shock wave. The following 
quantities are defined as: p = density, U = shock wave velocity, u = piston 44 particle speed, A 
= area of piston, F = constant force of piston thrust, At = time of piston thrust, P = pressure = 
F x A. 
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According to the diagram, the piston moves forward a distance uAt (this value of u is 

also the speed of the particles in the shock wave). The shock front moves forward a greater 

distance, UAt, in the same amount of time. Assume that the shock wave has not been unloaded, 

or "released" (pressure is constant between the shock front and the piston), so the densities, p and 

Po, of the gas in the shock and nonshock regions are constant. From these quantities, the equations 

for a shock state may be derived. 

To derive equations for a shock wave, the laws of conservation of mass, momentum, and 

energy are used, the latter two in terms of Newton's Second Law and the work-energy theorem 

respectively. Conservation of mass states the mass of air behind the shock wave, is equal before 

and after the force is applied. 

mi =m1 

ApoUAt = pUAt puAt. (1.1) 

Newton's 2' Law states the force of the piston multiplied by the time At should equal the mo

mentum of the particles, 

FAt = p 

AAt = (ApoUAt)u. (1.2) 

Finally, the work-energy theorem states the work done by the piston must equal the total energy 

of the shock wave, kinetic plus internal. 

Fc1,,= 
1 
mit`

0, 

+ (Ep, Epf)m 

1
AuAt = 2 (Apo UAt)u2 + (E Eo)(poAUAt) (1.3) 

Inclusion of the factor (ApoUAt) in the internal energy reflects the fact that E represents the 

specific energy. 

Rearranging (1.1), (1.2), and (1.3) in terms of p, P, U, u, and E, 

poU = p(U u) conservation of mass (1.4) 

P Po = poUu conservation of momentum (1.5) 

1
Pu = (poUu2) + poU(E E0) conservation of energy (1.6) 
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The density, p, is often presented in terms of its inverse, the specific volume, V = p-1, and 

the previous relations appear as 

U/Vo = (U u)/V conservation of mass (1.7) 

P Po = UulVo conservation of momentum (1.8) 

1Pu = (Uu2)11lo + U(E Eo)/Vo conservation of energy. (1.9)
2 

Nothing was assumed about the state of the gas as the particles moved from standard 

pressure to the shock pressure. The pressure, P, is actually an endpoint of the state of the material, 

and the line or surface described by Eqs. (1.7), (1.8), and (1.9) is a locus of final state points. The 

state equation of the material follows a compression isentrope, and upon reaching the Hugoniot 

Elastic Limit (HEL) (see Fig. 2.2 in the next chapter), the stress at which the material becomes 

plastic, the state variables move along one or several successive2 Rayleigh lines to a final point 

on the Hugoniot locus. A Rayliegh line is a straight line connecting two state points in pressure-

volume space. Points along the Rayleigh line represent only intermediate state points. The final 

state is determined by parameter values at the initial point on the Rayliegh line. Fig. 1.3 describes 

this behavior. In this figure, the specific internal energy generated by the shock is represented 

by the area under the Rayleigh line. From Eqs. (1.7)-(1.9), one can derive the Rankine-Hugoniot 

conservation equation for specific internal energy, 

EH E0 = 2(Vo V)(P + Po), (1.10) 

and the shock and particle speeds within the material. 

U = VoRP Po) 1 (Vo 17)i112 

u = [(P Po)(Vo V)]1/2 (1.12) 

The shock speed, U, is always greater than the particle speed, u, with the lower limit of U ap

proaching speed of sound in the material. The particle speed generally follows from a pressure 

difference created by the shock front, but both are a increasing functions of pressure. The connec

tion to AV is not as straight forward for porous solids, as the specific volume under shocking may 

be greater than the pre-shocked Vo (see Fig. 1.3 for Mo > 2.0). 

2The number of Rayleigh lines would depend on the dynamics of the crushing action, where the 
material may move through different states of elasticity. This is beyond the scope of this work, 
and most often, only one Rayleigh line is considered connecting the Hugoniot Elastic Limit to the 
final Hugoniot point. Second Rayleigh lines often occur due to the reflection of the shock wave 
back into the sample material, or phase changes within the material. 
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Figure 1.3. Hugoniot curves with differing porosities and an associated Rayliegh line on the curve 
of the lowest porosity. The physical state of the material moves along the Rayleigh line from an 
unshocked state to a shocked state. The final point on the Rayliegh line is a Hugoniot state point. 
The Hugoniot 'curves' are actually a collection of final state points. There is also a shock unloading 
curve, by which the material returns to standard conditions, that is not shown here or discussed 
in this work. The energy of the material while shocking may be determined by the area under the 
Rayleigh line, 1/2 (PH Poo)(Vso Vs), with the endpoints as the initial and final specific volume. 

Since this research requires calculations involving porous material, several modifications 

can be made to the Rankine-Hugoniot and associated equations. 

The Rankine-Hugoniot equation of state for a porous solid may be rewritten by expanding 

the energy and specific volume into variables representing separately the solid media and the voids. 

EH Eo = (Esi, + Evil) (Eso + Eva) = EsH Eso (1.13) 

vo = (vso + vv.) (vs + vo. (1.14) 

Esi, and Esc, will be written as EH and E0 respectively, due to the insignificant energy contribution 

of the voids.3 Inserting these values into Eq. 1.10, 

EH E0 = ( Vs + V Vs Vv)(P + Po) (1.15) 

void of course, means empty space, so Eh, + Eh, 0. 
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The energy equation may be further modified by splitting the energy into its 0 K isotherm and 

thermal contributions, 

EH E0 = EHO EHT E00 EOT (1.16) 

and incorporated into Eq. (1.15) to yield, 

EHo EHT E00 EOT = (Vso + Vvo Vs P + ) (1.17)
2 

This is the basic Rankine-Hugoniot equation for a shocked porous solid. 

A quantity is normally introduced to quantify the porous density of media It is the porosity, 

initial porosity4 , Mo, and is defined as the fraction of the total specific volume of the material, 

Vvo + Vso, to the specific volume of the solid material, Vso, 

Vs, + Vvo 
mo = (1.18)

Vs, 

Thus, for Mo = 10, a solid is expanded to 10 times its original size. Setting Mo Vso = Vso + Vvo 

inserting into the Rankine-Hugoniot equation (1.17), and rearranging, 

2[EH0 Ethi + EHT EoT]= (1.19)
[Mo (Mo 1)(17,,/Vvo)]Vs, Vs 

The fraction, V,,/Vvo , in the denominator will be the focus of this work. This fraction 

represents the ratio of the specific volume of voids remaining in the final shocked state to the 

specific volume of voids in the preshocked state. Pastine introduced a method of representing 

the void specific volume by an integral that includes a distribution of the void sizes. The text 

that follows is directly from the paper Theoretical Shock Properties of Porous Aluminum [11], by 

D. John Pastine, published in 1970. 

Assume a porous granular material for which the volume of holes per gram of solid 
is Vh and in which all grains are randomly shaped, but have the same mean diameter, 
d. Consider in particular a grain in this system which has a surface area, or "free" 
area, A,, not in direct contact with the neighboring grains. Now, if the system is under 
uniform pressure, P, the shearing force Si acting on this grain due to the exposed 
surface A, is given approximately by 

Si ^ aiP. (1.20) 

4A popular method used to define this quantity is associated with W. Herrmann, in reference 
to his work, "Constitutive Equation for the Dynamic Compaction of Ductile Porous Materials." 
He introduced the P a model with a = V/Vo, equivalent to Mo here. A variable, a, will be 
introduced, but it is done so with no reference to Herrmann's a which represents porosity. 
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Where the associated "free" area a, is the product giA2, and g, is a dimensionless 
structure factor. When the shearing stress 7, which is of the order 

St /d2 (1.21) 

reaches some critical yield value 

Sm /d2 (1.22) 

the grain may be expected to flow into the adjacent hole. Let the initial volume of holes 
per gram at P = 0 be Vho, then the total associated "free" area possessed initially by 
the grains per gram should be roughly proportional to (Vho)2/3. If we define n(a)da 
as the initial number of associated "free" areas per gram with magnitudes between a 
and a + da, it follows that 

am 
Vh20/3 I an(a)da, (1.23) 

Oto 

where ao and am, are, respectively, the smallest and largest values of the a2. At a 
given pressure P we expect that all the associated "free" areas a, such that 

a, > Sm /P (1.24) 

will disappear because of flow. The total "free" area per grain, proportional to Vh2/3, 
which remains after pressure P is applied should, therefore, be given roughly by 

S,/P 
Vh2/3 a an(a)da. (1.25) 

the ratio Vh/Vho is then 

3/2/P 
Vh Lc, m7(a)da 

(1.26) 
Vho jam ail(a)daa, 

The subscript h used by Pastine is replaced by v. This is to avoid confusion between 

"hole" and "Hugoniot." 

To evaluate the fraction in (1.26), Pastine used the random distribution model (R,DM), 

an approximation that assumes all void sizes are equally probable. In this case, ti(a) becomes a 

constant, n, and 
3/2/ 3 

Vv [ri ada [(Si1P)2 3/2 
(1.27) 

Vvo fc,o ada aO Pam 

Substituting Tm(d)2 for Sm and a, for (d)2,5 

Vt, Crin )3 
(1.28)

Vv, P 

5Both Pastine and Griffiths et al used this to represent the practical limit for the largest void, as 
it represents the average surface area of the grains. 
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Thus, the Rankine-Hugoniot equation may be easily evaluated. The opposite extreme of the 

random distribution model is the elastic locking model, or ELM, in which all the voids are assumed 

to be of equal size. This approximation also conveniently reduces the integral fraction. If one 

assumes that 71(a) = S(a a'), then Eq. (1.26) reduces to 

1 if a' < S,,IP (or P < Snila') 
( 171 7vvo ) ELM { 0 if a' > SmIP (or P > Snila') 

For pressures lower than Snila', no voids are affected, the ratio Vy/Vo is unity. For pressures 

higher than S,1a' , all the voids have collapsed, and the ratio of 14,/14,o is zero'. The resulting 

equation is similar to Eq. (1.34) but without D(Vs)Fri(PH) in the denominator. This state of 

the material will be referred to as the Zero-Void (ZV) approximation of the Rankine-Hugoniot 

equation. Though all the voids are collapsed in the zero-void approximation, the equation still 

displays behavior of a porous solid due to the existence of Mo in the denominator. The ELM 

approxiamtion occurs frequently in the literature, but often as a simplified model to compare 

results with, and not something necessarily physical. 

The body of this work will employ (1.24) and am 2_'. (d)2 to obtain 

r(TIPH)cf

V, 4,0 an(a)da) 

3/2 

Fn (PH) = (1.29) 
14,o fam aq(a)da

ao 

for the fraction of remaining voids at a given shock pressure, PH. 

Assuming shock temperatures are not too great and sufficiently low shock pressures and 

porosities are used, one can successfully use the Mie-Gruneisen equation of state to eliminate 

EHT(VS,T).7 The Mie-Gruneisen equation of state is defined here as, 

PH = PHO(Vs) +F(Vs)ET(Vs,T)117s, (1.30) 

F(Vs) being the Gruneisen Parameter. Solving this equation for ET(Vs, T) and substituting 

this along with the Pastine approximation (1.26) into the Rankine-Hugoniot equation for specific 

61t is unrealistic to assume that the voids have no intermediate states between the uncrushed 
state and the crushed state. However, the equations arrived at to describe the shocked material 
were done in terms of "jump conditions," with no considerations about the transition state. For 
large amplitude shocks, this is a fairly good approximation. 

7A practical limit of Alo = 3 is quoted by Griffiths [18]. This is related to the limitation of 
experimentally determined values that will be discussed. T.J. Ahrens [1] quotes granular porosities 
as high as 13. The Mie-Gruneisen state equation is almost universally accepted as it relates a 
number of important state properties associated with material shocking. The calculation of its 
value depends on the experiment on the material in question, and it is often, as it is here, fitted 
to experimental data. Often the porous shock experiments are done to get an experimental value 
for a material's Gruneisen parameter. 
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internal energy (1.10) one obtains the form of the Rankine-Hugoniot equation as it appears in this 

work. The equation, written in its entirety, appears as 

PH {P HO (VS) + r (VS) (E00(17,5) E00 (VS0) + EOT (VS0 ITO)) I (17S)] } I 

{1 r (VS) (11/101750 VS) I (217S) + r (VS)[(1110 1) (VS0 I 2VS)] 

[ fc(:/PH)' aq(a)da 3/ 2 
X ° (1.31)

}.fcc:om arga)da 

The associated shock speed and particle speed can be thus calculated. 

112
((MO 1)P7)(VS) VS )

U {MOVS0 PH [1 
-1 

(1.32)
Mo Mo Vso J J 

(//0 1)Fii(Vs) )1 1U = Mo Vs, PH / [1 (1.33) 
MO MVO VsS0 ) 

For clarity, these three equations are written in the form, 

G(Vs) G(Vs)
PH 

1 H(Vs) ± I(Vs)F0(PH) D (VS) 

U = [L(PH)N (VS PH)]1/2 

[ WTI) 1 / 2 

LN (Vs, PH)] 

where, 

G(Vs) = PHO r (17,0[EHO(VS) E00(VS0) EOT(VS0,T0)11VS (1.37) 

H(Vs) = F(Vs)(MoVso Vs) /2Vs (1.38) 

/(Vs) = r(Vs)(Mo 1)Vs0/2Vs (1.39) 

D(Vs) = 1 H(Vs) + I (Vs)Fa(PH) (1.40) 

L(PH) = MoVsoPH (1.41) 

(M0 1)F77(Vs) Vs 1 
N ( Vs , PH) = {1 + ( 1.42 ) 

[ Mo Vso 

These eight equations, (1.34) (1.42) form the basis of the analysis in this work. Solutions 

to Eq. (1.34) were found using a modified version of Doug Buettner's computer program used in 

previous analysis [18]. Brent's method was used for locating the solutions, and Simpson's integral 

along with the quadratic method were used for solutions of integrals. All three of these subroutines 

may be found in Numerical Recipes in C by Press et al [4]. The programs were written in the C 
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programming language, compiled with IBM C6000 compiler, and run on an IBM RISC/6000. 

There is a full description and documentation in APPENDIX A. 

F(Vs), P110, and E00 were calculated using equations drawn from P. McKenna and D. 

John Pastine's paper, Volume Dependence of the Gruneisen Parameter [12]. U is calculated in 

terms of a quadratic function of u, 

U = Cu + bun + auu2, (1.43) 

with Cu as the approximate speed of sound in aluminum, with au and bu obtained from ex

perimental shock data. From this relation and the conservation equations for mass (1.7) and 

momentum (1.8), PHO may be calculated as, 

PHO = Ap(exp {2bp[1 (Vs/Vs00)1/3]l exp {bP[1 (Vs/Vs00)1/3]})/(17s/17.500)2/3, 

(1.44) 

Vsoo is the specific volume at zero pressure and 0 K. Integrating PHAV -dEHO, and solving for 

EHO, 

EHO = (3A/2b)(exp {2bp[1 (Vs/Vs00)1/11 2 exP {bp[1 (Vs/Vs00)1/3] 1) 

(1.45) 

The Gruneisen parameter, F(Vs), was calculated by fitting it with known data to a 

quadratic equation in terms of the normal reduced specific volume, (1 

F(Vs) -= FO ar(1 Vs/Vsoo) + br(1 Vs/Vs00)2 + ar(1 Vs/Vsoo)3 (1.46) 

Variable Vni. and V, are substituted in for 1 V/Vsoo and Vs/Vs,,,, respectively, to obtain simpler 

forms of PHO, EHO, and F(Vs). 

PHO = Apfexp[2bp(1 V"3)] exp[bp(1 1/7.1/3)]1/17,2/3 (1.47) 

EHO = (3Ap/2bp){exp[2bp(1 VP3)] 2 exP[bP(1 Vr1/3)]} (1.48) 

F = F0 + Cr V, b r Vn2r + a r 17., (1.49) 

Specific energy due to temperature, ET, was split between the shock temperature con

tribution, EHT, and the contribution at STP conditions, E0T EHT was substituted out during 

the derivation using the Gruneisen equation. The contribution at standard temperature is given a 

constant value of EOT = 373.15 K. 

Griffiths et al [18] offers a method of calculating the shock temperature by the given 

process. Begin by calculation of the lattice vibrations with the Debye temperature, OD. 

ET(Vs,TsTp) = 2.77e70D(TsTp0D)4F(0D/TsTP), (1.50) 
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where 

F(y) = x-3 
(1.51)

es ldx. 

The Debye temperature for aluminum is calculated using an approximation developed by D. L. 

Raimondi and G. Jura [8], 

OD = 395eXP[-1.78(0.9877Vs/V800 1)] (1.52) 

Another method that follows a more popular approach can be found in chapter 4 of 

High-Pressure Shock Compression of Solids Ahrens [1]. A list of the variables and constants may 

be found in APPENDIX G. 

1.4. Summary 

Analysis of media shocking is a fairly new field of study with the bulk of the work beginning 

in the 1950's [16]. Interplanetary dust capture has generated an interest in the behavior of porous 

media under shock conditions, since dust particles in space are collected in a porous material 

on a satellite moving at very high speeds. The mechanics of shocking tends to involve complex 

interaction in many particle systems, so the preferred method of analyzing a shock system is by 

state equations. The state equations for a shock system can be derived ab initio from a shock 

system using basic physical laws, namely the conservation laws of mass, momentum, and energy. 

Equations derived from these laws describe the shock state of the material, and are called the 

Rankine-Hugoniot state equations. These equations may be modified to describe the shock state 

of porous media by introducing porosity-dependent parameters, namely porosity, Mo, specific 

volume of the voids, 17,, a distribution that describes the number and sizes of the voids, 1), and 

a ratio of collapsed void specific volume to the intact void specific volume, F0(PH). Solutions to 

this final form of the Rankine-Hugoniot equation describe the behavior of a porous medium under 

shock conditions. Numerous experiments on granular aluminum hae been done in the past, so 

granular aluminum was chosen as the representative system from which to derive information from 

and calculate solutions. The focus of this work is the impact of the void distribution on the shock 

state of porous aluminum. 
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2. Discussion of Graphs and Parameters 

Understanding the graphs and parameters discussed in this work will facilitate under

standing of the basic arguments and conclusions made in later chapters. 

The computer program used for this work simulates the physical state of the material in 

the high pressure zone between the shock front and the release shock. Unfortunately, computers 

do not experience the same constraints as physical experiments. Using the computer, materials 

that cannot physically exist can be shocked at unrealistic pressures. With no physical constraints 

imposed by the computer, practical limits of the parameters must be imposed by the computer 

operator. It is worthwhile to establish a range of parameters over which the results of the computer 

program might be considered physical. 

Parameter Variable Range Units Depen/Indep State 
Rankine-Hugoniot Function 

Pressure PH 0.09 5.00 GPa depen. final 
Specific Volume Vs 0.00030 0.00043 m3/kg indep. final 

Porosity Mo 1 10 indep. initial 
Specific Energy E N/A MJ/kg depen. final 

Gaussian distribution 
central maximum > 10-18 m2 indep. initial 

half-width a > 0.04/ m2 indep. initial 
au 

Table 2.1. Mathematical Variables in the Rankine-Hugoniot Calculation 

The parameters discussed in the following sections will be of several different classes. 

Some parameters are dependent, and some independent. Some are static, and some variable. The 

word 'parameter' is used very loosely. It simply means a changeable quantity associated with the 

particular program or experiment. Table 2.1 outlines the parameters discussed in the following 

sections. For a full list of parameters used in the program, see Appendix G. 

2.1. Interpretation and analysis of shock graphs 

Porous solid shock pressure vs. final specific volume relationships for different initial 

porosities may be seen in Figs. 2.1.a and 2.1.b. No reactions or state changes are assumed to occur. 

Note that the curves in Fig. 2.1.b represent the final Hugoniot only. The curves in Fig. 2.1.a include 

a comparison of the solid material specific volume, Vs, to the to total specific volume, Vs + 
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Figure 2.1. Hugoniot pressure vs specific volume of porous aluminum, parameterized by initial 
porosity, Mo. (a) 1.00, (b) 1.40, (c) 1.70, (d) 1.80, (e) 2.40, (f) 10.0. In Fig. 2.1.b, solutions 
were calculated to 70 GPa, much higher than the PH < 4 GPa limit imposed in this work for 
reasonable results. A comparison of the solid material specific volume, Vs, to the to total specific 
volume, Vs + V,,, can be seen in Fig. 2.1.a. Though the total specific volume may decrease as 
Hugoniot pressure increases, the specific volume of the material may increase. 

can be seen in Fig. 2.1.a. Though the total specific volume may decrease as Hugoniot pressure 

increases, the specific volume of the material may increase. It is also possible to see from Fig. 2.1.a 

that the void specific is approximately zero at at Hugoniot pressure of PH 1.5 GPa. As stated 

previously, the elastic response of the solid is completely excluded, and is not a part of any of the 

calculations. 

Fig 2.1.b is a common method of displaying the shock response of a porous solid, and 

is worth some discussion. If one considers the final shocked state only, all of the Hugoniots will 

appear to originate from a single point in the pressure specific volume coordinates. This point 

represents the initial specific volume of the solid material before shocking. In the case here, it is 

the standard specific volume, Vso, of the solid material. The total specific volume of the solid, 

which would include voids, is excluded. Consideration of the impact of the voids is implicit in the 

porosity, Mo, and the fraction of remaining voids F9)PH) 

The lines in Fig. 2.1.a represent the Hugoniot pressure, PH, at the sum Vs +V,,. At a certain 

pressure, the material experiences extreme compression, and subsequently, all voids collapse. At 

some pressure, the porous material is compacted completely. In Fig. 2.1.b, line (a) represents the 

Hugoniot of the solid material. As expected, the final state is at a higher density (lower specific 

volume) as shock pressure increases. As the initial porosity, Mo, increases, the final specific volume 

increases, but the material is still compacted to a density higher than standard density, Vs-01. The 
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Figure 2.2. The cross section of two shock waves plotted on pressure versus time superimposed 
over the Hugoniot pressure versus specific volume. The latter represented by the dotted line. The 
pressure is associated with the lower x-axis, and the time with the upper x-axis. Both the shock 
waves and the Hugoniot graph are associated with the pressure on the y-axis. The shock wave 
is represented by two lines. The thick line is an ideal shock wave showing the primary features 
of what would be termed a "strong shock" (shock pressure exceeds the elastic-plastic limit of the 
material). The major features are the elastic "crush-up") 

porosity reaches a critical value, Moc, where the slope of the Hugoniot equation changes from 

positive to negative. Above Moe, the final state of the solid material is at a specific volume greater 

than Vs°, the initial specific volume and the specific volume at standard conditions. This is due to 

the thermal component of the specific internal energy from the large volume compression and the 

ample volume for material expansion in the release wave. Finally, one can see that a limiting value 

of the final specific volume is quickly reached. Increasing the porosity of the un-shocked material 

simply causes the solid reach this limit at a lower PH value. 

A combination of three graphs, a profile of an ideal pressure shock and release wave, a 

more realistic profile of the same process, and an elastic response of the media followed by Hugoniot 

state points, is displayed in Fig. 2.2. A shock front is followed by an unloading of pressure that also 

appears in the form of a shock. It is often called the unloading wave, rare-fraction wave, release 

wave or expansion wave in the case that the material may expand to a specific volume larger than 

its pre-shock specific volume. An example of expansion wave would be a release wave behind a 
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shock front with a high enough pressure to bring the material to its vaporization energy, causing 

intra-molecular bonds to be broken. In a sense, release waves could be considered expansion waves 

in porous shock processes. Though the final total specific volume is less than the initial total 

specific volume, the final specific volume of the solid material may be greater than the initial 

specific volume of the solid material. In other words, (Vs + Vv) < (Vso + Vv0) regardless of the 

parameterization, but if the porosity is great enough, Vs > Vso. 

2.2. Limitation of Pastine Approximation 

Pastine's approximation, Eqs. (1.20) to (1.24), is worth some discussion. Recall that a 

uniform pressure, P, is applied to the system and stress force, S, results. S is proportional to a 

factor related to the surface area of the grain, a, so that S Pastine related the shear stress 

in terms of the stress force, S, and the cross section of the average grain size, d2, so that T ^ 51C12. 

The grain would flow when the shear stress reached a critical value, rm. This approximation is 

based it on the principle that deformation of a solid can be described entirely in terms of shear 

strain and isotropic compression. The strain is ignored as only the factors that cause flow are 

important here. 

This approximation may be visualized particularly in terms of grain and grain boundaries. 

If a grain is seated on several others around its edges and is unsupported in the center, then, with 

a pressure gradient downward, several shear stresses could be described. Even an approximation of 

this arrangement could not adequately describe other or all grain orientations. In fact, any attempt 

to physically model a shock wave moving through a porous material very quickly becomes cluttered 

with material and grain specifics. One must consider grain morphology, grain distribution, grain 

orientation, grain boundaries, material strength, temperature, melting, elasticity and viscoelastic

ity, and porosity [15], and all under the assumption that the material in question is non-reactive. 

As stated by R. A. Graham, "Porous samples would appear, on the surface, to provide such a 

complex and uncontrolled local environment for deformation of solids that they would be of little 

interest in scientific investigations. [15]" He goes on to quote Duvall, "I do not imply by this that 

the situation is hopeless... ." The difficulties presented by porous shocking limits descriptions of 

the physical behavior to basic principles and crude approximations, but it is often these principles 

and approximations that describe the primary behavior of the systems. 

The previous example assumed a pressure gradient, but the Pastine approximation does 

not. This might seem strange as the plane of the pressure front is assumed always perpendicular 

to its direction. Shock speed in a solid material is much faster than it is in a porous material. 

The resulting shock wave may then be described as many grain-size shock waves moving through 
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the material ahead of the shock front. This suggests an isotropic pressure on the surface of the 
particles. Further still, actual shock fronts are rarely characterized by a single pressure wave. 

There is a strength-dependent elastic adiabatic wave that moves ahead of the main shock wave. 

Its peak pressure is usually denoted the Hugoniot Elastic Limit (HEL), which represents the point 

at which the material experiences irreversible deformation. This is usually larger than the critical 

shear for uniaxial stress on a particular object, but for porous materials one could assume the 

HEL is much closer to the critical shear of the material. A porous solid, again depending on its 

initial morphology, may even experience an initial squashing-up period before the elastic shock 

front. This is an even stronger argument for Pastine's assumption of isotropic pressure, as the 

grains would be forced into a constant pressure environment previous to material flow. 

As an example of the difficulty of specifying the mechanical forces responsible for material 

flow, Zel'dovich and Raizer [16] and Graham [15] both offer simple approximations relating critical 

shear stress, 7-,, to the critical bulk stress. Graham assumes radial isotropy and homogeneity, 

obtaining, 

Pm = (4/3)Tm azz (2.1) 

Zel'dovich and Raizer assume the applied force occurs at exactly a 45° angle to the material face, 

obtaining, 

1 
Pm 2-rni (2.2)

1 2a 

azz denotes the stress component opposing the pressure, and a is Poisson's Ratio. Neither ap

proximations are general enough to use here. Both, however, deal with orientation of the shocked 

material, and the latter is even independent of pressure, suggesting that Pastine's assumption 

would not be off by more than a constant. 

A common reference for pore compaction pressure is a paper by Carroll and Holt [7], in 

which equations for the crushing of hollow spheres are developed. It is a good example of the 

extent of work necessary to model these systems, even in the most general sense. The crudeness 

of the Pastine approximation is its strength. 

2.3. Limits of Variable Quantities 

2.3.1. Pressure and Gaussian Distribution Parameters 

In the Pastine approximation from chapter 1,
 

3/2

r(Tm/Pa)ckm aii(a)datiFii(PH) =. (1.29) 

vvo Lo ari(a)da 
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Figure 2.3. Two Gaussian curves representing possible void distributions. The vertical line, (b), 
at a = 0.003 m2 represents a collapse pressure of 0.3 GPa. To the right of the line, all voids have 
collapsed. The smaller surface area voids to the left of the line remain intact. 

am is the void surface area upper limit (maximum void surface area in the material) for both 

integrals. Thus, (T/PH) must be less or equal to 1. The critical shear stress, rm, of aluminum is 

9 x 107 Pascals, so this value represents the lower limit of pressure that can be used here.' As the 

Hugoniot pressure increases, fewer and fewer of the voids in the range of the distribution remain 

intact. Consider Fig. 2.3. 

The two Gaussian curves represent two possible void distributions. Three vertical lines 

represent shock pressures and the point to which all the larger voids to the right are collapsed. 

As pressure increases, the lines progress to the left, and subsequently more voids collapse. In 

this diagram, 0.11 GPa, the pressure represented by line (c), has collapsed few of the voids in 

either distribution. The pressure at line (b), 0.23 GPa, has collapsed most of the voids in the 

distribution centered at 0.005 m2, but the other distribution still has a significant number of voids 

remaining. At 9.0 GPa, represented by line (a), nearly all of the voids are collapsed. A small 

amount remain in the distribution centered at 0.0025 m2, but the fraction is small and Eq. (1.29) 

1P < 0.09GPa would make (7- I P)an, > an, 
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begins to approach zero. Griffiths et al [18] found that pressures greater than about 1 GPa, or 9% 

of am, "dependence on the mesostructure is essentially absent and the value of the initial porosity 

alone is the determining factor in the material response... ." Pressure values in this work will often 

reach into the GPa range. 

In past work, the void distribution range, or the range of the integral, [ao, am], had 

remained fixed at [0.00001 m2,0.01000 m2] regardless of the distribution employed for the com

putation. It is possible to change the distribution range to another maximum value. In this 

approximation, smaller voids withstand higher pressures, so smaller distribution ranges might be 

expected to affect the final Hugoniot pressure. 

2.3.2. Specific Volume 

0.0 
0.00034 0.00036 0.00038 0.00040 0.00042 

SPECIFIC VOLUME (m3/kg) 

Figure 2.4. Hugoniot pressure vs specific volume. The curves are calculated using RDM for the 
void distribution, and with porosities of (a) 1.0, (b) 1.5, (c) 2.5, (d) 3.0, (e) 4.0, (f) 8.0, (g) 12.0, (h) 
16.0, and (i) 20.0. Solutions around .000371 (m2/kg) are non-existent. Points at higher pressure 
exist, but weren't found probably because they were > 10 GPa. 
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The limits of specific volume, Vs, and initial porosity,Mo , are displayed in Fig. 2.4. The 

upper limit seen here at 4.3 x 10-4 m2 exists for all Hugoniots in the high porosity range.2 

Specific volume is constrained by the limitations of functions in which it acts as an independent 

variable. The maximum specific volume represents the value at which the specific internal energy 

reaches a stage at which vaporization may occur. The minimum is bordered by a Hugoniot of 

porosity M0=1, or zero void specific volume. Since the primary focus here is porous materials, a 

zero void specific volume is a good lower limit. 

2.3.3. Porosity and Temperature 

A porosity of Mo = 1 represents a nonporous material; literally meaning Vso x 1 from 

MoVso = Vso + 0.0. Mo = 2 corresponds to 50% standard density, and so on. There have been 

experiments with crystal quartz that report initial porosities of about M0=13 [1], which is very 

high for granular material. Consequently, the associated values for the Gruneisen parameter are 

in the range of F=0.2-0.3, which are associated with values of a super-heated fluid [1]. Highly 

porous solids such as aerogels3 achieve porosities of Mo ^ 20. 

As porosity increases from Mo = 1, the specific internal energy increases by means of an 

increase in specific volume.4 By equation (1.10), EH E0 = (1/2)(Vo Vs)(PH + Po) the shock 

specific energy,(Vo Vs)(PH +Po) is split equally between kinetic, u2/2 (assuming Po is small), and 

internal energy density, EH E0. The increase in specific internal energy is itself divided between 

the specific elastic molecular interaction energy and the specific thermal energy of random motion. 

Lower porosities generally experience more isentropic compression. This is dominated 

by mechanical pressure and less of the energy is lost to heat, therefore a smaller increase in 

entropy. Higher porosities are characterized by a predominance of thermal pressure from the 

large adiabatic compression. This energy is largely irretrievable, and is accompanied by large 

2At very high pressures of >> 100 GPa, the Hugoniot bends back toward the Vs/Vs, = 1 axis (see 
Fig. 2.22, Graham [15]) 

3The web-like structures of aerogels and other highly porous materials are fundamentally different 
from the unattached metallic grain structure assumed in this work. 

4Often there are other thermodynamic variables to consider when dealing with porosity. In highly 
porous media, for example, one would eventually have to consider a very large surface area; but for 
standard calculations, usually only the increase in volume is considered. It may be worth pointing 
out that the results are partially from existing data fits, so the contributions of other factors may 
be included in the results without explicitly considering them. 
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deformation of the material and hence a large increase in entropy. The energy calculated in this 

work contains shock heating only implicitly, through constants fit to r(Vs) (1.46). The energy 

due to shock heating, EHT(Vs,T), was eliminated from the Rankine-Hugoniot equation using the 

Mie-Gruneisen equation of state. This substitution may present problems at higher porosities and 

shock pressures, as noted by Oh and Persson [14].5 

One possible way of avoiding the higher temperature range would be to consider results 

close to the complete compaction regime, or zero-void (ZV) approximation. One dimensional 

simulations modeled by the Sandia Lagrangian computer code CHARTD [17] demonstrated the 

rise in temperature was primarily due to compaction, as expected, but in fact did not increase with 

pressure after complete compaction, or crush strength, was reached. For simulations with shock 

pressures less than the crush strength, but greater than the elastic limit, temperatures would rise 

dramatically. For the partially compacted materials, the higher the crush strength, the higher the 

Figure 2.5. The data in Fig. 2.3 plotted on log-log axes, with a line describing the crushing 
pressure of different sized voids. The straight line represents PH = (rni/a)a,, or the pressure at 
which a void of surface area a will be crushed. The left axis represents the distribution values, 
and the right, pressure values. 

5That paper introduces an alternate to the P a method for calculating the Hugoniot state curve. 
The argument is based on the fact that if one uses the Gruneisen equation of state, (OP/OE)v = 
7/V, a small error in the Gruneisen value can create a large error in the extrapolation of a solid 
Hugoniot value to a porous Hugoniot value. 
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temperature. Unfortunately, the scope of this work is in the regime of partial compaction, since 

the main focus is on F,, (PH), the fraction of remaining void specific volume to initial void specific 

volume. 

If the crush strength of a material is quite large, then a significant amount ofenergy of the 

shock wave might be lost to heating and deformation in the analysis. At the point where the crush 

strength of the solid exceeds the Hugoniot pressure, the temperature is proportional to theporosity, 

Mo, which describes the void specific volume of the material. In the Pastine approximation, the 

void collapse pressure of a specific surface area is determined by (rml PH)am. By this ,calculation, 

intact voids will exist as long as a > 0. 

Fig. 2.5 is a log-log representation of Fig. 2.3 with a line representing the crush strength. 

A shock wave of 2 GPas acting on the leftmost distribution could result in very high temperatures, 

whereas the same shock wave acting on the right-most distribution (or any with crush strengths 

less than 2 GPa) would result in much lower temperatures. To avoid potentially large temperatures 

in the shocking process, only certain distributions could be considered, and onlypressures greater 

0.00037 0.00039 0.00041 
SPECIFIC VOLUME (m3/kg) 

Figure 2.6. Magnification of Fig. 2.4 The horizontal line represents the pressure at which the entire 
distribution of voids has collapsed. The distribution is a single Gaussian curve parameterized by 
,u = 0.005 and a- = 0.001. This distribution resembles the Elastic Locking Model. Very few of the 
voids remain after even a low-pressure shock. Since all of the voids are gone after a low pressure, 
the distribution of void sizes would not seem to make very much difference. 
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than the crush strength of this distribution, but this is too limiting. In Fig. 2.5, the smallest void 

of the thinner Gaussian to the right has a surface area of 0.003 m2, which translates to a maximum 

crush strength of 0.30 GPa. Thus, one would only consider the Hugoniot pressure greater than this 

value. This is demonstrated in Fig. 2.6, where the horizontal line represents the crush strength. 

Calculation of the impact of increased temperature by partial compaction is not included 

in this analysis, but a general argument may be made with the RDM distribution. If a specific 

pressure is necessary to collapse a void of a specific surface area, then a range of voids smaller than 

that will cause heating due to partial compaction. Since the progression of collapse is infinite by 

the approximation, then the heating would be expected to be approximately flat as the pressure 

increases. A problem may occur, however, if heating due to partial compaction increases with 

diminshing void surface area. Either way, this effect will not be considered. 
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3. Review 

The distribution integrals in Fu(PH), describing intact and initial void specific volumes, 

f(rlPff)a- aq(a)da 
(1.29)F77(1311) ° f:- an(a)da 

were calculated by summation using a computer. The following results in this chapter may be 

found entirely in Griffiths et al [18]. They were calculated using a modified version of the program 

used in that work. These graphs were generated using the modified program, so some graphs may 

not be strictly identical, but the general functional behavior is the same. In the original results, 

solutions of the Rankine-Hugoniot equation were calculated individually, and graphs were compiled 

from the collection of solutions. 

The void distributions associated with the Hugoniot graphs in this chapter (from Griffiths 

et al) are plotted in Fig. 3.1. All of the distributions employed in this research were Gaussian 

1.0 

b 

0.0 
0.0025 0.0050 0.0075 0.010 

VOID SURFACE AREA (m2) 

Figure 3.1. Five Gaussian distributions used in the following pressure specific volume graphs. 
They are parameterized in terms of (p, o) as follows: (a) (ELM), (b) (RDM), (c) (0.0030,0.0010), 
(d) (0.0015,0.0010) (e) (0.0003,0.0010). Notice that the distributions are not normalized. Fn (PH) 
is a fraction of the distributions, so any normalization constant inserted would cancel itself. 
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distributions, parameterized by two variables usually associated with Gaussians. The central-

maximum, p, describing the location of the center of the distribution, and the half-width, a, which 

describes the width of the distribution. Neither of these parameters are limited, although the 

effects of altering them will be discussed in further sections. 

The first set of Hugoniot curves, or Hugoniots may be seen in Fig. 3.2, in which the 

Hugoniot pressure is plotted against the specific volume. All graphs in this chapter will represent 

Hugoniots for a fixed porosity, with the porosities vary from graph to graph. The Hugoniots in 

Fig. 3.2 sharing a common porosity of M0=3. The distribution with smaller values of p and a is 

associated with the larger pressure Hugoniots. In fact, there appears to be a correlation between 

the Gaussian parameters and shock pressure. If the parameters are smaller, the Hugoniot pressure 

is larger. In Fig. 3.3, the same distributions are used for a calculation with porosity Mo=10. The 

d 

b M0=10 
a 

0.0 3.8 x 104 4.0 x 10-4 4.2 x 10-4 

SPECIFIC VOLUME (m3/kg) 

Figure 3.2. Low-pressure detail at Mo = 3, for five distributions, parameterized by their cen
ters and half-widths at half-maximum (Ao, a) (a) (ELM), (b) (RDM), (c) (0.0030,0.0010), (d) 
(0.0015,0.0010) (e) (0.0003,0.0010). The data points between ELM and RDM are slightly resolv
able. RDM allows solutions at a lower shock values because the Hugoniot equation is generally 
not solvable for Fr, = 1. 
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Figure 3.3. Low-pressure detail at Mo = 10, for five distributions, parameterized by their cen
ters and half-widths at half-maximum (p, cr). (a) (ELM), (b) (RDM), (c) (0.0030,0.0010), (d) 
(0.0015,0.0010) (e) (0.0003,0.0010). 

ELM and RDM regimes show nearly the same response, while distributions located toward the 

lower end of the void-size range tend to increase the Hugoniot pressure. 

Much of the Gaussian in Fig. 3.1 parameterized by (0.0003 m2, 0.001 m2) exists outside 

the interval considered, so the entire area under the Gaussian is not calculated. Normalization is 

not a concern; the distribution occurs in both the numerator and the denominator of Fn(PH), so 

normalization factors would cancel out. 

Calculations with porosities Mo = 10 and Mo = 20 are shown in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4, 

respectively. 

The results of Mo = 10 are similar to that of Mo = 3, except that the resulting Hugoniot 

shows a lower pressure at the same specific volume and subsequently a more curved behavior. The 

Hugoniots in the Mo = 20 graph show a markedly different result than for Mo = 3. The Hugoniot 

curve is more pronounced, and a maximum value of Vs is realized at a much lower pressure. At 

this porosity, even results from the ELM and RDM regimes have diverged, with RDM returning 

higher pressures for the same specific volume. In the elastic locking model, all voids collapse at 

the same Hugoniot pressure. In the random distribution model, though however small, a fraction 
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Figure 3.4. Low-pressure detail at Mo = 20, for five distributions, parameterized by their cen
ters and half-widths at half-maximum (p, cr).(a) (ELM), (b) (RDM), (c) (0.0030,0.0010), (d) 
(0.0015,0.0010) (e) (0.0003,0.0010). 

of voids remains intact, and the existence of voids at high pressures require higher pressures for 

the same specific volumes. For reasons to be discussed in later sections this is the cause of a higher 

pressure response in the RDM regime than in the ELM regime. 

Shock speed, U, versus particle speed, u, relationships with porosities of 10 and 20, and the 

same distributions were investigated. These are shown in Figs. 3.5 and 3.6. The responses of the 

ELM and RDM distributions are nearly identical in the U vs. u, especially for the lower porosity 

Hugoniots in Fig. 3.6. Fig. 3.6 demonstrates an extreme deviation of the RDM Hugoniot from 

the values of the ELM Hugoniot. The shock speed for distribution (e) in Fig. 3.1 parameterized 

by (z= 0.0003 m2,(7=0.0010 m2) has experienced a two-fold increase over its values associated with 

a porosity of Mo = 10. Since the lower central-maximum and half-width have different responses 

in the Hugoniot pressure versus specific volume and shock speed versus particle speed graphs, the 

half-width was compared against the pressure for several different half-widths. In Fig. 3.7, the 

Hugoniots are parameterized by fixed values of Vs = 1.0027V50, and Mo = 2.00, both close to the 

critical values of specific volume and porosity. 
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Figure 3.5. Shock speed vs medium particle speed at Mo = 10, for five distributions, param
eterized by their centers and half-widths at half-maximum (p, a). (a) (ELM), (b) (RDM), (c) 
(0.0030,0.0010), (d) (0.0015,0.0010) (e) (0.0003,0.0010). 

Here is the most dramatic evidence of the impact of reducing the Gaussian distribution 

parameters. Fig. 3.7 demonstrates a maximum pressure as the half-width is reduced, and the 

smaller the central maximum, the greater the maximum pressure. 

The RDM model would be best represented by the area of the curve where a < .1, or the 

half-width of the Gaussian might be much greater than the distribution width. The ELM response 

is best represented by the highest peaks as the distribution becomes a 8-function. At the extremes 

of it and a, the graphs seem to return the same pressure, which is reflected by the similar responses 

in Figs. 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4. 

One other aspect noted about these results is that it is possible to achieve the same final 

shock state from different initial parameters. Comparing Figs. 3.5 and 3.6, the most closely related 

Hugoniots have different Gaussian parameters [18]. This could be both beneficial and problematic. 

The beneficial aspect is that a desired state may be achieved by more than one method. If a specific 

shock pressure were desired, and the material at hand could not be created at the Mo and (p, a) 

specifications necessary to achieve that pressure, then another combination of specifications may 
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Figure 3.6. Shock speed vs medium particle speed at Mo = 10, for five distributions, param
eterized by their centers and half-widths at half-maximum (p, cr). (a) (ELM), (b) (RDM), (c) 
(0.0030,0.0010), (d) (0.0015,0.0010) (e) (0.0003,0.0010). The ELM data extrapolate through the 
origin. 

be employed. The problematic aspect is the potential degeneracies that could occur for different 

combinations of parameters [18]. 

Outside of the theoretical or computational results presented, it has been experimentally 

determined that porous media with different average void sizes have different impacts on hyper-

velocity particles incident on their surface [18]. Spheres were impacted into porous material by 

an explosive charge. In this particular experiment, the particles were .0016 m diameter aluminum 

spheres, and the porous media was polystyrene foam of three different average void sizes, 0.001 m, 

0.0005 m, and 0.00016 m in diameter. The finer grain polystyrene preserved the 80% of the orig

inal sample, while the largest grain preserved only 55%. Though this does not clearly state a 

relationship between the void distribution and the integrity of the sample, it suggests there may 

be a linking factor. 

In the past, two basic models were used to approximate void distributions of media in 

shock behavior studies. Both models fit the data fairly well, and an each represented an extreme, 

namely "all one size" in the elastic locking model (ELM) and "all void sizes equally probable" 

in the random distribution model (RDM) to these two cases. For this reason it was assumed 

that distributions representing intermediate states would return identical results. The results 
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Figure 3.7. Hugoniot pressure loci vs the half-width, a, parameterized by continuous half-width 
and incremental central maximum, p. The values of p are: (a) 0.00200, (b) 0.0015, (c) 0.0012, 
(d) 0.0010, and (e) 0.0008. The pressure increases for decreasing half-width and decreasing central 
maximum, p. It appears that the Hugoniot pressure declines after a certain half-with for a specific 
value of p. 

presented show that, according to the approximations employed, this is not cage. The difference 

in shock pressure can be quite dramatic at very small values of the Gaussian's half-width and 

central maximum [18]. A smaller central maximum seems to return a larger shock pressure, and 

the half-width has a maximum value of shock pressure that depends on the central maximum and 

initial porosity. 

By modifying the parameters of a Gaussian void distribution, the final shock pressure 

may itself be modified. Additionally, it is possible to achieve the same final state starting with 

completely different initial parameters. With the constants representing aluminum, these results 

have focused primarily on the low pressure regime, less than a few GPas. This pressure range 

is corroborated by experiment as a standard range for shocked aluminum [11], [9], [19], [13], and 

many others. 
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4. Development 

4.1. Graphic Development of Solutions 

To facilitate the investigation of shock equation solutions, the original computer code was 

modified to create a field of solutions, rather than single data points. The user could insert a 

range for several different parameters over which solutions might be found. This modification was 

significant in three areas: speed, visualization, and analysis. The most obvious advantage is speed. 

Hugoniot lines and surfaces could be generated with a single application of the program. A solution 

set parameterized by Mo = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,10] and Vs = [3.5 x 10-4, 3.6 x 10-4, 3.7 x 10-4, 3.8 x 

10-4, 3.9 x 10-4, 4.0 x 10-4, 4.1 x 10-4, 4.2 x 10-4, 4.3 x 10-4] would have required 90 applications of 

10 20 2 430 
SPECIFIC VOLUME ° POROSITY 

DIVISIONSDIVISIONS 
Fig. 4.1.b Division lines. 

3.4 0.00035 0.00035 
0.0004 0.0004SPECIFIC SPECIFIC
 

VOLUME (m3/kg) VOLUME (m3/kg)
 
Fig. 4.1.c Value points. Fig. 4.1.d Value lines. 

Figure 4.1. Four three-dimensional displays of Fig. 1.3. Each is Hugoniot pressure vs specific 
volume of porous aluminum, parameterized by initial porosity, Mo. (a) 1.00, (b) 1.40, (c) 1.70, 
(d) 1.80, (e) 2.40 (f) 10.0. These four figures are all derived from the same data set. The first two 
have equi-spaced data points, and in the bottom two, the x and y data is arranged by value. 
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Figure 4.2. Hugoniot pressure versus specific volume versus porosity, or PH vs Vs vs Mo. These 
values were calculated using the RDM approximation. The contour lines are parameterized by the 
values listed along right-hand corner of the plot. 

the unmodified program. The ability to establish solutions for ranges of parameter values increased 

visualization of the data. Speed and data visualization lead to a fairly complete analysis of the 

Rankine-Hugoniot equation. 

Fig. 1.3 in chapter 1 is an examples of a graph typical to this subject. By contrast, the 

same graph is generated here in Fig. 4.1 in four different three-dimensional formats, with porosity 

as the third dimension. These graphs present the Hugoniot shock data as a surface, rather than 

a set of lines. It does not necessarily add clarity to the the behavior of the function, but it does 

give the observer a different view of the function. 

A dramatic demonstration of the computer's ability to generate a large number of solutions 

in a three dimensional setting would be to show a pressure vs specific volume vs porosity, or PH 

vs Vs vs M0, graph to the practical limits of these three variables. 

Vs and Mo were not the only parameters in the function, and the computer program was 

capable of generating solution sets over the ranges of any number of the changing parameters. None 

of the parameters were exclusive in that way. However, a difficulty arose in analyzing solution sets 

that had more than two changing parameters. A solution set that had three changing parameters 

created a four dimensional surface. This can be difficult to visualize. Increasing the number of 
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changing parameters made analysis of the function even more difficult. Subsequently, most solution 

sets focused on only a few variables. 

The Rankine-Hugoniot equation is analyzed in the following sections. This will be done 

by first analyzing the functions that depend on experimental fits to Vs, namely the Gruneisen 

parameter, F(Vs), the specific energy, E00 ECHO EoT, and the 0 K isothermal pressure, PHO 

Next, the functions G(Vs), D(Vs) -=1H(Vs)+I(Vs)Fil(PH) will be analyzed in terms of Hugoniot 

solutions. Finally, the impact of F,1(PH) on the final Hugoniot solutions will be examined. 

4.2.	 Functional Analysis of the Rankine-Hugoniot Equation. 

4.2.1.	 Expressions of state variable derived from experimental data, F(Vs), 
Specific Energy, and Poo 

Analysis of the Rankine-Hugoniot equation will begin with the smallest elements. From 

Eq. (1.34) in chapter 1, 

G(Vs)
PH =	 (1.34)1 H(Vs) + I(Vs)Fq(PH). 

A semi-expanded form appears as, 

P H o (VS) + r (VS) (E00 (VS 0) E HO (V s + Eca (VS0 To))1 (Vs)]PH =	 (4.1)
1 r (VS) (M OVS0 VS) I (21/ S) r (VS){(11/10 1) (VS0 I 217S)1F77 (PH) 

Recall that in Eqs. 1.47, 1.48, and 1.46 from chapter 1, the values for PHo (Vs) and EHo (Vs), 

the pressure and energy density along the 0 K isotherm, and F(Vs), the Gruneisen parameter, 

were obtained by expressions dependent on Vs. The expressions were derived with limitations 

generally more strict than are being considered in this work (see Pastine, [12]), so it is worth while 

to examine these three functions across the spectrum of Vs considered here. 

4.2.1.1. The Gruneisen parameter, F(Vs) 

The Gruneisen parameter, F(Vs), is introduced in chapter 1, Eq. 1.30 as a specific volume-

dependent function in the the Mie-Gruneisen equation of state, PH = Po (Vs) F (Vs)ET (Vs,T)IVs 

One aspect of F(Vs) is that it is constant for constant specific volume. The derivative of the Mie-

Gruneisen equation at constant specific volume appears as (aPIOE)vs = F(Vs) /Vs, or F(Vs) = 

Vs (aP/aE)v, . The derivative (aP/aE)vs should be constant at any given volume, and thus the 

specific internal energy should increase with increasing pressure and subsequently decrease with 
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Figure 4.3. r(Vs) vs Vs. The vertical lines represent V at (a) Vs, =0.000366 m3/kg and (b) Vso 
0.000371 m3/kg. The lower specific volume is at 0 K at zero pressure. The higher at standard 
temperature and pressure. In the expression of I', V was reduced by Vsoo and centered on the 
origin, arriving at (1 Vs/Vso). 

increasing thermal energy, EHT(VS,T). Fig. 4.3 is a graph of the function that generates the 

Gruneisen parameter, 

r(vs).ro+crvnr+brv.2,+arv,i3r, (1.46) 

where Vs,. = (1 Vs/Vo). The function decreases between Vso = 0.000371 m3/kg and 

0.00043 m3/kg. With increasing specific volume, and a decreasing Gruneisen value, the right 

side of (DP/aE)vs = r(Vs)/Vs must become very small, and thus so should the left side, 

(apiaE)vg. This suggests that the thermal energy becomes the dominant feature of the state 

near Vs = 0.00043 m3/kg, r(Vs) << 1. These very small values of the parameter are associated 

with very high temperature fluid states [1]. The value of r(Vs) also decreases with increasing 

density, which would be expected for very high compression of the solid material. Strangely, the 

parameter increases again at even larger densities, suggesting either pressure is the major fac

tor in compressing solids to smaller volumes (though this does not make sense, and analysis [16] 

states otherwise), or the temperature specific energy has become enormous. The error here is 

probably speculation over limits at which the parameter was never meant to be considered. At 
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Figure 4.4. The 0 K isotherm specific energy plus STP thermal energy versus specific volume, 
EHo(Vs) Eoo(Vso) EOT ) vs Vs. This is a plot of the specific energy x 1, as it appears in 
function G(Vs) of the Rankine-Hugoniot equation, Eq. (1.34). The vertical lines labeled (a) and 
(b) respectively represent the 0 K material specific volume at Vsoo = 0.000366 m2 and the STP 
material specific volume at Vsoo = 0.000371 m2. 

any rate, F(Vs) behaves very well between 0.00030 m3/kg and 0.00043 m3/kg, the regime under 

consideration. 

Internal specific energy, E00(Vs0) EHO(VS) + EOT 

Fig. 4.4 represents values from the expression for energy density found in the Rankine-

Hugoniot function in this work, 

E HO(VS) E00(VS0) EOT . (4.2) 

This equation is a combination of two experimentally fit values, 

Eoo(Vso) = (3A/2b)(exp{2bp[1 Vso/Vs00)1/311 2 exp {bp[l (Vs /V.500)1/3] }) 

EHO(VS) = (3Al2b)(eXP 12bP[1 (VS IVS00)1 /3]} 2 exp {bp[1 (Vso/VS00)1/3]}), 

and a numerical value, .E0T = 364,000 J/kg. The specific energy here does not contain thermal 

thermal energy due to shocking, E HT (Vs , T). The thermal shock energy exists implicitly through 
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P(Vs), which was introduced with the Mie-Gruneisen state equation to replace the thermal shock 

energy. 

The specific energy behaves very well within the limits considered. The lowest value is 

located at Vso is negative, and increases as the specific volume of the medium increases or decreases. 

The negative values are due to the STP thermal energy, EOT. At the lowest point EHO = E00, and 

the specific energy is equal to EOT. As specific volume increases, energy is required to draw the 

atoms apart. Since the attractive force between the atoms weakens at larger distances, a softening 

of of the attraction would be expected, and then a limiting value when the vaporization energy 

is reached.' As the density increases, the specific internal energy increases due to inter-atomic 

repulsion. This increase is non-linear, and a hardening of the oscillator potential is expected. The 

graph reflects exactly this behavior. 

The 0 K isothermal shock pressure, Poo(Vs) 

Fig. 4.5 represents the values obtained from an experimentally determined expression for 

pressure along the 0 K isotherm [12]. From chapter 1, Eq. (1.44), 

PHO = Ap {exp[2bp(1 Vr1/3)] exp[bp(1 1/7.1/3)]}/V,..2/3, (4.3) 

where V,..1/3 = 1 (Vso /V0). At zero thermal energy, the pressure results entirely from intra-atomic 

forces. Vsoo is the equilibrium position where the attractive forces equal the repulsive forces, hence 

PHO = 0. At specific volumes greater than Vsoo , pressure becomes more negative due to intra

atomic attraction, and at specific volumes less than Vsoo , pressure is positive due to intra-atomic 

repulsion. 

4.2.2.	 Functions G(Vs), D(Vs), and /(Vs)Fii(PH): Solution to the Rankine 
Hugoniot Equation 

The three functions, G(Vs), H(Vs), and /(Vs)Fil (PH), and D(Vs) make up the final form 

of the Rankine-Hugoniot equation. Recall from Eq. (1.34) in chapter 1, the shock pressure is 

'Eventually, atoms in the expanded specific volume region would gain enough energy to exceed 
the binding energy of the solid. This would be the vaporization energy per unit kilogram. For Al, 
this value is approximately 8.45 MJ/kg, higher than values shown on this graph. This is only the 
energy along the isotherm, however, and is reduced by the STP thermal energy. 
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isothermal pressure versus specific volume, PHO, vs The 
lines from left to right are parameterized by (a) Vs. =0.000366 m3/kg, (b) Vs0=0.000371 m3/kg, 
and (c) 0.00043 m3/kg. The latter is the typical limit of Vs for high pressure and high porosity 
Hugoniots. At Vs = 0.00043 m3/kg, r(Vs) -4 0 

written as, 

G(Vs) G(Vs)
PH(VS, PH) = (1.34)D(Vs) 1 H(VS) + I(VS)P77(PH) 

where 

G(Vs) = Poo + r(Vs)[EHo(Vs) Eoo(Vs0) + E0T(Vso ,To)]/Vs (1.38) 

H(Vs) = r(Vs)(MoVso Vs)/2Vs (1.38) 

I(Vs) = r(Vs)(Mo 1)Vs0/2Vs (1.38). 

A short graphical discussion of these functions and their associated variables is worthwhile 

to understand the behavior of the shock process, and the factors leading to solutions to the Hugoniot 

equation. The graphs presented in this section do not necessarily have physical significance, they 

are presented in such a way that the behavior of one variable or subfunction may be compared to 

another variable or subfunction. 
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Figure 4.6. Hugoniot pressure versus specific volume in the RDM regime. Data sets are param
eterized by porosities (a) 1.0, (b) 1.4, (c) 1.7, (d) 2.4, (e) 5.0, and (f) 10.0. The points represent 
actual solutions, while the lines may or may not represent solutions. 

The following discussion will be based on two data sets. The data sets are from the same 

computation, and are parameterized by prosities of (a) 1.0, (b) 1.4, (c) 1.7, (d) 2.4, (e) 5, and 

(f) 10, and distribution parameters associated with the RDM regime, with tt = 0.005 m2 and 

a = 0.100 m2. One set of data is comprised of physically real solutions, and the other, any number 

calculated within the program, physical or non-physical, solution or non-solution. The physically 

real solutions represented by specific solution points and the latter by lines. Often, if the points 

and lines coincide, the the actual data in the two sets is equal. The lines without the points may 

represent either imaginary solutions or non-solutions. These two sets will always be displayed 

together. 
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Figure 4.7. G(Vs), along with subfunctions PHO(VS) and (F(Vs)/Vs)(Eoo(Vso) 
EHo(VS)+EOT (VS0,70), versus Vs, parameterized by porosities (a) 1.0, (b) 1.4, (c) 1.7, (d) 2.4, (e) 
5.0, and (f) 10.0. The contribution of the specific internal energy plus the STP specific thermal 
energy is small and further diminished by F(Vs). Solutions to the Rankine-Hugoniot equation must 
be positive, so solutions for Vs > 0.000371 m3/kg must have a negative value in the denominator 

G(Vs) 

The plots in Fig. 4.7 represent the three functions: [F(Vs)/Vs][E00 EHo + E0T], PHO(VS), 

and G(Vs). The energy represented is only the cold2 energy, so it has little influence at the 

pressure extremes. The Gruneisen parameter becomes very small at high specific volume, further 

diminishing the impact of (F/Vs)Ecom to PHo. PHO crosses the Vs axis at Vs00 = 0.000366 m3/kg. 

The the addition of (F/Vs)Ecoid causes G(Vs) to cross the Vs axis at Vso = 0.000371 m3/kg, the 

STP specific volume. 

The pressure in a shock wave always increases, so the solution to the Rankine Hugoniot 

equation must always be positive. A negative pressure implies the internal forces are attractive. 

At specific volumes less than the standard specific volume at that temperature, forces inside a 

material will be attractive. Thermal pressure, however, counteracts this attractive force. 

2"Cold" meaning the specific internal energy at shock pressures, and specific thermal energy at 
STP only. No specific thermal energy at shock pressures. 
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Figure 4.8. The denominator versus the porosity, or D(Vs) = 1 H(Vs) + I(Vs)F,7(PH). The 
denominator has negative values at Mo ,-, 1.86, the critical porosity. These negative values allow 
solutions to be calculated for negative values of G(Vs > 0.000371m3/kg), as seen in Fig. 4.7 

D ( Vs ) 

Solutions to the Hugoniot equation may exist for negative G(Vs) values if the values for 

D(Vs) are also negative. Fig. 4.8 is a plot of D(Vs) vs porosity, Mo. Vertical lines are lines of 

constant porosity. The denominator has negative values around Mo ,-- 1.86. This is the critical 

porosity, Mo, at which the shock specific volume goes from less than its STP value, to greater 

than its STP value. The length of the lines represent the range of specific volume over which the 

calculations were done. If the value of D(Vs) becomes positive in the range of negative G(Vs), 

then no solutions will be found. For solutions to Hugoniot equation to exist, D(Vs) > 0 for 

Vs < 0.000371 m3/kg (implying G(Vs) > 0), and D(Vs) < 0 for Vs > 0.000371 m3/kg (implying 

G(Vs) < 0). Thus, the critical porosity allows solutions to the Rankine Hugoniot equation by 

returning a negative value in the denominator. 

The plot of the denominator versus the specific volume, D(Vs) vs Vs, can be seen in 

Fig. 4.9. The lines increase in porosity from top to bottom. The large negative values for high 

porosities cause the low slope seen for high porosity Hugoniots in pressure versus specific volume 

graphs. A rising pressure causes a decrease in F,7 (PH) which diminishes /(Vs) to a negligible 

amount by Vs=0.00039 m3/kg. This is seen especially in the changes associated with a high 
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Figure 4.9. The denominator versus the porosity, or D(Vs) = 1 H(Vs) + /(Vs)Fq(PH) vs Vs.
Solutions to the Hugoniot equation for Mo = 1.86 are associated with values of D(Vs) > 0 and 
Vs <0.000371 m3/kg. For Vs >0.000371 m3/kg, D(Vs) must be negative. The large negative
values of D(Vs) are due to a large porosity in H(Vs) and /(Vs). The "hook" near 0.000371 m3/kg
in the large porosity solutions is due to /(Vs)F,i (PH), which becomes insignificant ,--, 0.000390 
m3/kg. The discontinuity in the lines across Vs = 0.000371 m3/kg is a result of the computer 
program having found a solution whereas for Vs < 0.000371 m3/kg, Mo = 1.86, it wouldn't 
even look. Compare the values here with those plotted in Figs. 4.6 and 4.7. The porosity is 
parameterized the same as in Fig. 4.6 

porosity. There is a definitive change as the line goes from increasing negative to increasing 

positive. An increases in Vs causes a decrease in H(Vs), /(Vs), and r(Vs), which itself then causes 

H(Vs) and I(Vs) to decrease. For Vs > 0.0004 m3/kg, /(Vs)F,I(PH) << 1, so the denominator, 

D(Vs), appears primarily as 1 H(Vs). As H(Vs) approaches 1.0, approximately Vs -., 0.00043 

m2, D(Vs) 0, causing an increase in pressure, which is also seen in pressure vs specific volume 

graphs such as Fig. 4.6. 

H(Vs), I(Vs)Fli(PH), and 17,7(PH) 

Two graphs may confirm suspicions that I(Vs)F,1(PH) has little effect on the denominator 

of the Hugoniot equation. Fig. 4.10.a compares logarithmic values of H(Vs) and /(Vs)F,i(PH). The 
solutions are found from right to left, with the increase in H(Vs) associated with the reduction 
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Fig. 4.10.a 

Figure 4.10. Two figures demonstrating the relationship of different values of fucntions in the 
denominator of F,i(P H). Fig. 4.10.a plots the denominator, D(Vs) on the vertical axis, and 
H(Vs), /(Vs), and I(VS)F,7(PH) on the horozontal axis. The values for H(Vs) and I(Vs) are 
virtually identical, while /(Vs)F,I(PH) seems hardly significant. In Fig. 4.10.b, D(Vs) is plotted 
on the vertical axis, and 1 H(Vs) is plotted on the horizontal axis. The solid line under the data 
points is a plot of the equation, f (x) = x. The data points fall directly on top of this equation, 
suggesting that in the RDM limit, 1 H(Vs) is almost entirely the value in the denominator. 

of the the Gruneisen parameter, simultaneous increase in specific volume, and the decrease in 

/(Vs)F,i(PH) is associated wholly with Fn (PH). 

If the first points are on the right of each solution set, then a value of H(Vs) = 10 would 
be associated with a maximum I(Vs)F,7(PH) value of 0.2. Each solution group of H(Vs) seems 

to have about the same relationship with that of /(Vs)F,7 (PH). For example, the largest valued 

solution point for the Mo = 1 group is 0.1, whereas the I(VS)F,,(PH) value associated with that 

point is 0.003. This verifies that the ZV approximation is fairly accurate when calculating values 

using the random distribution model. The second figure, Fig. 4.10.b, is a graph of the denominator 

versus porosity, or D(Vs) vs 1 H(Vs). The line in the figure is as labeled, y(x)=x. In this figure, 

1-H(Vs) follows the value of the denominator very closely, suggesting the two are very similar. 

The program HgLoc.c finds solutions in somewhat of a passive manner by looking around 

for them, rather than moving along a curve or a surface. This is due to the impossibility of isolating 

PH, which appears in both F,I(PH) and as a solution. Since each data point is found by beginning 

with a set of parameters and searching for a solution, the program does not consider the continuity 

of the Hugoniot-Rankine equation. discontinuities exist in the data sets represented by lines due 

to this lack of continuity in the solution finding algorithm. The solution points outside what is 
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physically acceptable do not have the same constraints as the real solutions and may have any, 

even arbitrary values. 

The values for Fii(PH) are small compared the the denominator, D(17s) and very small 

compared with their impact of the total value of the function. However, Fil(PH) plays an important 

roll in calculation of the values of the Rankine-Hugoniot, since it determines where the solution 

set may begin in the low pressure range. 

In summary, if a medium expands to a specific volume greater than its associated 0 K 

isothermal value3, the pressure will then become negative. Introducing porosity allowed this neg

ative internal pressure to be counter-acted by specific thermal pressure for large volume collapse, 

and the voids allowed expansion of the medium so that the specific volume could actually increase 

to a value greater than its associated 0 K value. A porosity of Moe > 1.864 is the critical value at 

which this occurs in this work. The morphology of Hugoniots in pressure versus specific volume 

graphs such as Fig. 4.6 can be explained by analyzing the associated functions that make up the 

Rankine-Hugoniot equation. 

30 K is chosen instead of Standard temperature because only pressure is discussed here. At STP 
conditions, there is a small thermal specific energy element in the pressure to be considered. 

4Actually, no exact value of Moe was found. The range of Mo, is very small, however, and its 
variability did not affect the results or the analysis 
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5. Results 

5.1. Discussion 

The most notable behavior of the Rankine-Hugoniot function' is the sharply increased 

pressure, PH, required for smaller values of the distribution center, p, and half-width, a (see 

Fig. 3.7). Before investigating the combined influence of these two particular parameters, a short 

investigation of the results associated with p and a separately is worth while. 

5.1.1. Half-width of the Gaussian Distribution, a 

The two extremes of a are shown in Fig. 5.1. They represent two basic models of void 

size distributions used to calculated porous shock states. Distribution (b) with a large half-width, 

exceeding the limits of the range, an. looks very much like the Random Distribution Model. The 

Gaussian appears flat along the distribution range and all void sizes occur with equal probability. 

A distribution with a very small half-width, such as (a) in Fig. 5.1, mimics the Elastic Locking 

Model, in which all of the voids are exactly the same size. In Fig. 5.1 both distributions are 

centered at p = 0.005 m2. No calculations are attempted outside the the interval ao = .00001 m2 

to an = 0.0100 m2. In the latter model, the fraction of void specific volumes, F11(PH), is 

unity for voids greater than a critical void surface area, cri (or critical PH, from the upper limit 

= (rml PH)a,), and zero below the critical ai. Thus the Hugoniot equation appears as, 

G(Vs)
PH = 1- H(Vs) + I(Vs)F,7(17s)' 

(5.1) 

above the critical void-size, and 

G(Vs)PH  1- II(VS)' (5.2) 

below it. If both models return the same pressure for the same values of Vs and M0 (see curves 

representing (a) ELM and (b) RDM in Figs. 3.2 through 3.6), then one may surmise that the 

approximation does not play an important role at extremes of a. 

'There are a few discrepancies in the data returned here compared to the data cited in Griffiths et 
al [18]. This is due to a modification of the integration subprogram "simpson.c." The modification 
was needed to calculate the areas of very small distribution functions. It did not affect the overall 
behavior of the function. 
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Figure 5.1. Two Gaussian distributions centered at 0.005 m2 with opposite and extreme 
half-widths, (a) u = 0.000001 m2 and (b)o. = 0.10000 m2. Distribution (a) would be an ELM 
approximation, and distribution (b) a RDM approximation. The lower limit here is denoted by 
ao = 0.000 m2, but actually, in computation this value was set to 0.00001 m2. am in this graph is 
equal to 0.010 m2 

Moving the center of the RDM distribution does not change shift the population of void 

sizes, and would have no effect on the outcome. Moving the ELM distribution to a lower p might 

cause a larger pressure response, since the smaller voids require a higher collapse pressure. As seen 

from previous data (Figs. 3.2, 3.3, 3.4), this is exactly what occurs, but only for an relatively small 

central maximum compared to the entire void size range. Griffiths et al [18] calculated a 0.2 GPa 

difference at p = 0.15am m2 with u = 0.001 m2. 

Distributions with half-widths between the two extremes of the RDM and ELM regimes 

return pressures dependent on the location of the distribution. Solutions are plotted for a range 

of half-widths, all with a common central-maximum located at 0.75am, o= 0.0050 m2,0.0010 

m2,0.0005 m2, and 0.0001 m2, and various porosities between Mo = 1 and Mo = 7. Fig. 5.2.a and 

Figs. 5.2.b and 5.3 are graphs of the distributions and the Hugoniot pressure, respectively. 

The widely varying half-width in distributions (a) through (d) show very little impact on 

the Hugoniot pressure. Only at very low pressures in Fig. 5.2.b is any difference in final pressure 

seen. The higher pressure Hugoniot is associated with distribution with the greatest half-with, 

which is distribution (a) in Fig. 5.2.a. This distribution has the most voids in the smaller surface 
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Fig. 5.2.a Fig. 5.2.b 

Figure 5.2. The Gaussian void distributions used to calculate the pressure values in Fig. 5.3 and
Fig. 5.2.b. is represented by 5.2.a Fig. 5.2.b is a magnification of the lower low pressure values
in Fig. 5.3. Fig. 5.3 shows little difference between the results of the different distributions in 
Fig. 5.3.a, except for the small deviations in the incipient values in Fig. 5.2.b. The higher pressure 
Hugoniot in Fig. 5.2.b is related to Gaussian (a). The higher pressure is due to the existence of 
voids in the smaller void - higher pressure range. The distributions are parameterized by p=0.0075 
m2, and u=(a) 0.0050 m2, (b) 0.0010 m2, (c) 0.0005 m2, and (d) 0.0001 m2. The capital letters 
represent the porosity of the associated Hugoniot, with (A) 1.0, (B) 2.5, (C) 4.0, (D) 5.5, and (E) 
7.0. 

area, higher pressure range. The effect is almost minascule, however, and by contrast, a small 

difference in porosity between Hugoniots has a distinct and significant effect on the outcome. 

5.1.2. Central Maximum of the Gaussian distribution, p 

Moving the central maximum of the distributions in Fig. 5.2.a to the center of the distri

bution range, p = 0.005, does not have much impact on the final pressure. At best, these curves 

would resemble the random distribution model.2 However, moving p closer to the lower end of 

the distribution range causes a difference in Hugoniot pressure to appear. Figs. 5.4.a, and 5.4.b 

are nearly identical to Figs. 5.3 and 5.2.b respectively, but calculated with the central-maximum 

located at 0.001 m2 instead of 0.0075 m2. If p decreases, the Hugoniot pressure increases, peaks 

at a certain combination of p and o, (Fig. 3.7) and then, either no solutions are found, or the 

2In fact, the random distribution model would return a higher pressure because of the larger 
amount of voids in the small surface area, high pressure range. 
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Figure 5.3. Hugoniot profiles of four distributions parameterized by the half-width, o-, and poros
ity, Mo. The different Gaussian distributions are parameterized by p=0.0075 m2, and o =(a) 0.0050 
m2, (b) 0.0010 m2, (c) 0.0005 m2, and (d) 0.0001 m2. Porosity is parameterized as (A) 1.0, (B) 
2.5, (C) 4.0, (D) 5.5, and (E) 7.0. A different value of porosity causes a radical difference in the 
Hugoniot outcome. By contrast, the four distributions in Fig. 5.2.a have nearly identical results. 

Hugoniot pressure decreases to values associated with the elastic locking and random distribution 

models. 

This increase in pressure with decreasing central maximum in the distribution is the be

havior observed in past data when p was reduced [18]. An extreme example of the increase in 

pressure response for a smaller p (=0.00001 m2, notice a is also very small) Gaussian is shown in 

Fig. 5.5 in the following section. The profile of the Hugoniots appear similar, except for higher 

pressure. To obtain a noticeable effect in the final Hugoniot pressure, the central-maximum, p, 

must be at a very low value compared to the total distribution range, am. 

5.1.3. Reduction of Gaussian half-width and central-maximum 

Functions with very small values of both the central-maximum, p, and the half-width, a, 

return larger pressure values for the same porosity and specific volume. This behavior has been 
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Figure 5.4. Nearly identical to Figs.5.3 and 5.2.b, but with the central-maximum of the Gaussian 
distribution located at p = 0.001 m2. They are parameterized identically to the last group, except 
for the smaller value of p. The lower central-maximum causes the effects of the differences in 
half-width to appear more distinctly. In the previous group, the higher pressure Hugoniot were 
associated with the wider distributions. Though it is not obvious, the higher pressure Hugoniots 
here are associated with the thinner distribution. The cause of this will be discussed, but basically, 
the more voids that exist in the smaller void regime of the distribution range, the higher the 
pressure. In the previous group, the wider distribution had some voids in the small range. In 
this group, the thinner distributions have nearly all of their voids in the small void regime of the 
distribution range. 

seen throughout this work, but is plotted in Fig. 5.5 along with the remaining fraction of voids of 

the associated distribution. 

Even though the wider distribution shares the same central maximum, its associated pres

sure values are much lower. As the value of F,7(Vs) with the reduced half-width approaches zero 

in the Hugoniot equation, its associated pressure values approach those of the larger half-width 

distribution. Here they both approach the ZV approximatio. The are little or no voids remain

ing in the low-pressure shock solutions of the larger p distribution, group (A). This explains the 

insignificant difference between the Hugoniot pressures of the four distributions in Fig. 5.3. The 

pressure necessary to obtain a noticeable difference in the solution has collapsed most of the voids. 

At smaller void surface areas, those distributions appear identical. Regardless of the distribution 

parameters, all Hugoniots that share the same M0 converge at a high enough pressures. 

This behavior also appears in the U u plots. The most divergent plot has very small 

values of p and a. This is especially true if they are complemented by a large porosity. Once 

again, at a high enough pressures the Hugoniots for U and u of different distributions converge. 
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Figure 5.5. Groups (A) and (B) are sets of Hugoniot pressure states that share the same a- of 
0.0001 m2, but having different values for 12, (A) 0.005 m2, and (B) 0.00001 m2. Porosities are 
marked by the smaller case letters, a) 2, b) 4, c) 6, d) 8, and e) 10. All of the solutions in group A 
are calculated with no remaining voids, whereas solutions of group B, with the central maximum 
at a lower surface area, occur before total compaction. As total compaction occurs, the curves 
converge as expected. 

5.2. Analysis 

5.2.1. Analysis of F7, (V5) 

To understand the effect of Gaussian distributions on the Hugoniot pressure, it is best to 

look at the original equation set. Starting with the original Rankine-Hugoniot equation, 

G(Vs)
PH = (1.34)

1 H(178) + /(17s)Fli(PH)' 

with 

V [PirmlPH)am aq(a)da]
F,i(PH) = v7. an(a)da 

Variablesµ and o- exist exclusively in the distribution function, q(a), where, 

1 (a it)2
n (a) = exp[ 

2 (5.3)1 
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At the extreme of a very thin distribution where a 0, solutions exist around (a + 0. This 
is the elastic locking model regime, where the distribution is located nearly entirely at a = 1u. At 

the extreme of a >> am, q(a) changes little between 0 and am, emulating the random distribution 

model. 

Though these distributions are extremes in half-width, they return similar Hugoniot shock 

values (see FIGs 3.2-3.7). F0(PH) = V, /Vvo states that as fewer and fewer voids survive the shock 

pressure, F,i(PH) decreases. The fraction may become so small that I(Vs)Fri(PH) -4 0, and one 

could safely reduce the Hugoniot equation to its zero-void approximation. 

G(Vs)
lim PH = (5.4)F>0 1 H(Vs) 

This equation calculates values for the ELM exactly3and RDM approximately. For both distribu

tions, the fraction of voids remaining is very small at pressures where solutions to the Hugoniot 

equation are found. 

There are no voids remaining after a specific critical pressure in the ELM limit. At this 

critical pressure, the Rankine-Hugoniot equation (5.4) resembles the ZV approximation. If no 

solutions occur before this critical pressure, then eq. 5.4 calculates the total solution. For the 

RDM to return the same values, a certain set of factors must be considered. The RDM will never 

truly become eq. 5.4 because the factor /(Vs)(Vs)Fri(PH) will never be exactly zero in the RDM 

regime. There will always be a fraction of the voids remaining for a() < [(rmIPH)a,]. 

The upper limit in the integral of the numerator of Fil(Vs) offers an insight to the behavior 

of these two distribution limits. The upper limit is the void surface area at which collapse occurs 

at a given pressure. It was derived in chapter one to be 

a1 = am. (5.5)
PH
 

The critical shear stress of the material is represented by Tm, and the the distribution range 

maximum by a,. As this fraction in Eq. (5.5 decreases with increasing pressure, the integral 

in the numerator of F,(Vs) also decreases. Since the denominator of Fri(Vs) is constant, thus 

Fn(Vs) decreases with decreasing pressure. Fn (Vs) diminishes the influence of /(Vs)F,I(PH) in the 

denominator of the Hugoniot equation. Without /(Vs)Fil(PH), the Hugoniot equation approaches 

the zero-void approximation, Eq. (5.4). The data in Table 5.2 suggests this occurs very rapidly. 

Tm, the shear stress, has a value of 9 x 107 Pa for aluminum. The maximum void size, am 

was set to an arbitrary standard of 0.01 m2. Inserting these values into the upper limit of Eq. 5.5, 

(9 x 107 Pa 9 x 105
0.01m2 = m2 Pa, (5.6)

PH PH
 

;There are solutions to the zero-void approximation 
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Hugoniot Pressure (GPa) F,(Vs) % Voids Remaining 
9.0 1.000 100.0 
1.0 0.900 90.0 
1.2 0.750 75.0 
1.8 0.500 50.0 
3.6 0.250 25.0 
9.0 0.100 10.0 
1.8 0.050 5.0 
9.0 0.010 1.0 
1.8 0.005 0.5 
9.0 0.001 0.1 

Table 5.2. Fraction of Remaining at various Hugoniot Pressures 

offers a calculation for a numerical quantity. Table 5.2 uses this equation to calculate the fraction of 

voids remaining after a given pressure. By 9.0 GPa, only 1% of the RDM's original voids remain. 

Thus, few voids remain at a fairly low pressure. F,i(Vs) is reduced to 0.01 at that pressure. 

Values of /(Vs) are equivalent to H(Vs), the other major function in the denominator. Reducing 

I(Vs) by 0.01 effectively eliminates it, and the Hugoniot equation begins to resemble its zero-void 

approximation, eq. 5.4. 

This result offers an explanation to the almost identical results returned by the elastic 

locking model and the random distribution model. They don't exactly, but the difference is neg

ligible. At the pressure values high enough for a Hugoniot solution to exist, the collapse pressure 

in the ELM regime has passed, and in the RDM, too few of the voids remain to make an impact 
on the final Hugoniot pressure. 

In the functional analysis, it was discovered that if A/3 > 1, there will be no Hugoniot solu

tions for F,(PH) = 1. There must be some void compaction for solutions to exist. In Figs. 3.3-3.6, 

line (a) represents a Hugoniot in the ELM limit, and line (b), in the RDM limit. The Hugoniot 

in the ELM limit begins at a higher pressure than the Hugoniot associated with the RDM distri

bution. This latter limit allows the calculation of solutions to the equation at very low pressures 

because even at low pressures, a < (rnzIPH)am, and so Fil(PH) < 1. The ELM distribution was 

located at it = am/2, so Fri(PH) = 1 until (7,1PH)ani < a71/2 or (27m < PH. There can be no 

solutions for the ELM at am/2 until the pressure doubles. 

There are two points worth making. First, a pressure that is double the critical shear 

stress, enough to collapse half of the voids in the RDM approximation, does not seem significant 

compared to the total shock Hugoniot. Second, for the same distribution range, at a pressure 

that collapses voids in the center of the distribution size range, there is little difference between 
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the Hugoniots that represent all voids collapsed, half of the voids collapsed, or none of the voids 

collapsed. 

Low p and a Gaussian distributions 

If most of the voids are concentrated near the low end of the void-size distribution, a com

pletely different behavior might be expected. The preceeding analysis demonstrates why changing 

the half-width of a Gaussian centered in the middle of the distribution range makes little difference. 

In the lower part of the distribution range, and even at high pressures, most of the voids in the 

distribution have yet to collapse. If most of the voids in the distribution are still intact, the ratio 

of total void surface area to initial void surface area, F(PH), may not be insignificant, and the 

value of I(Vs)Fn(PH) may influence D(Vs, PH), and thus the final Hugoniot pressure. 

In chapter 1, the Rankine-Hugoniot equation, Eq. (1.34) is written as, 

G(Vs) G(Vs)
PH = D(Vs, PH) 1 H(Vs) + I(Vs)Fn(PH). 

Previously, pressures were great enough that most voids had collapsed and F77(PH) -40. Only the 

ZV approximation with 1 H(Vs) in the denominator of the Hugoniot equation remained. If both 

p and a in the Gaussian distribution are small compared to the overall void-size range, then the 

ZV approximation no longer applies. A Gaussian distribution with very small values of p and a, 

0.0002 m2 and 0.0001 m2 respectively, appears in Fig. 5.6. 

At a very high pressure of 18 GPa, more than 99% of the void distribution remains. Almost 

no void have collapsed, thus the value of (Vs) has changed little, even at this very high pressure. 

If Ft) (Vs) is still equal to 1.0, then there can be no solution for Mo > 1, and the pressure must 

increase to find a solution. The integrity of F,1(Vs) affects the final Hugoniot pressure. 

Returning to Fig. 3.7, recall that the pressure calculated seemed to climb indefinitely for 

decreasing p, reached a maximum for a certain a, and decreased back to the ELM-like values below 

it. Large values of F(Vs) causes the Hugoniot equation to return higher pressure values than those 

associated with a small value of F(Vs). For sake of argument, a half-width of cr=0.00001 m2 is 

representative of the elastic locking model. When the pressure for void collapse approaches the 

void size at p, since p is very small, the pressure has already grown very large before any solutions 

could be found. (Vs) remains at the value 1.0 until the voids begin to collapse. No solutions 

are allowed for (PH) = 1, so the pressure grows until the upper limit of the integral decreases 

to the value of p (in the ELM regime, p is the largest void surface area). At the surface area value 

immediately less than p, all voids have collapsed. The model becomes the zero void approximation, 

and the Hugoniot pressure calculated matches most other Hugoniot for which no more voids exist. 
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Figure 5.6. The distibution, n(a), is a Gaussian centered at p =0.00002 m2 and with a half-width 
of a =0.00001 m2. The maximum void size is 0.01 m2, and the minimum, 0.00001 m2. The vertical 
lines, (a), (b), and (c) represent the maximum void size that would remain at pressures 0.18 GPa, 
1.8 GPa, and 18 GPa 

This is why Fig. 5.6 displays a maximum along the a coordinate. The thinner the distribu

tion is, the more quickly the pressure moves through it, and the Hugoniot equation resembles the 

zero void Hugoniot. It converges with all other Hugoniots whose voids have completely collapsed. 

The maximum is not a Dirac function because a small half-width only approximates the 

ELM regime, The computer calculates solutions at small fractions of a, even for unrealistically 

small values of a compared to the grain size.4 In Fig. 5.6, the maximum a does not change as 

p becomes smaller, which is probably because the reduction of p, which increases the Hugoniot 

pressure, makes up for the reduction of the width of the Gaussian, which may limit the increase 

in pressure. 

Higher Hugoniot pressures are calculated for smaller p causing higher pressures to be 

calculated for greater values of F,7(PH). If the center of the distribution, p, is closer to the lower 

void sizes in the computation range, then as the pressure increases, if more voids remain intact, 

the less F,7(PH) will decrease. The integrity of F71(PH) causes the final Hugoniot pressure, PH, 

4This is a good example of the power of the computer to find solutions to the Hugoniot Equation. 
Hundreds of solutions may be found along a Gaussian distributions with a half-width of 0.0001 
m2, hence a solution every 0.000001 m2 
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Figure 5.7. Two distributions with differing central-maximums and half-widths require different 
pressures to achieve the same fraction of remaining voids. The vertical line represents a void 
surface area that has collapsed under its calculated collapse pressure. The fraction of remaining 
voids in the two distributions is different, and the higher fraction in distribution (A) drives up the 
final Hugoniot pressure. 

to increase, If the distribution is biased toward the small void sizes, the pressure must increase to 

a higher value to collapse the same fraction of voids. Fig. 5.7 demonstrates this graphically. For 

distribution (A), which has a smaller central-maximum and half width than distribution (B), the 

pressure must increase to a higher value than (B) to achieve the same fraction, F ,1(PH) of collapsed 

void volume to the original void volume. 

F,7 (PH) will have a larger fractional value, even at the increased pressure, and the larger 

fractional value causes a higher Hugoniot pressure to be calculated by the Hugoniot equation, 

PH = G(VS)1[1 H(VS) + I(VS)F,1(PH)]. This is the mechanism causing the increased final 

pressure states. 

In summary, decreasing both the Gaussian distribution's central-maximum, and its half-

width, o, increases the final Hugoniot pressure. Both methods have the same effect by causing the 

distribution to be biased towards the small void part of the distribution range. The half-width 

must be already near the small end to affect the final pressure, however. or changing its value 

will generally not affect the outcome. Reducing the half-width in the smaller void section of the 

distribution range acts to reduce the number of larger voids. Thus more voids with higher collapse 
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pressures exist, increasing Fv(PH), and finally PH(VS). Reducing the central maximum directly 

reduces the number of larger voids and increases the number of smaller voids. When the pressure 

is at a value that has collapsed all of the voids, regardless of the original distribution parameters, 

its associated Hugoniot is identical to the ELM ,RDM, or any other Hugoniot in which all voids 

have collapsed. In contrast, this final statement is not true with the effects of porosity. At an 
ultimately high enough pressure, the no effects of the original void distribution exist, whereas the 

effects of porosity continue after the material has experienced complete collapse. 

Effectiveness of the Pastine approximation 

Pastine's approximation for granular aluminum was obtained from the diameter and sur

face area of a grain, the shear force and shear stress, and the incident pressure. It was postulated 

that the force the free area of the grain experiences is related to the mean diameter of the grain. 

At a certain critical surface area, the critical shear stress is reached and the grain flows. 

This approximation presents several difficulties for the interpretation the results in this 

work. Obtaining data on different types of distributions, it was discovered that the impact of the 

distribution of voids was not significant unless the distribution was biased toward a very low surface 

area values. A Gaussian with parameters of /./ = 0.00002 m2 and a = 0.00001 m2, for example, 

would have these effects. A problem occurs from a discrepancy between the maximum surface area 

in the range, am, and the maximum surface area void in the distribution. Theoretically, Gaussian 

distributions extend to infinity, but it is not a physical representation, and probably not a practical 

assumption. If the distribution range's maximum void size, am," from the equation of the upper 

limit of the integral, al = (Tral PH)amr, equals 0.01 m2, a Gaussian distribution with parameters 

of /1=0.00002 m2 and a= 0.00001 n12 would not represent many voids with a surface area close to 

amr's value. From this point, the maximum surface area in the range will be denoted an, while 
the maximum void surface area in the distribution will be denoted cemd. Figs. 5.8.a and 5.8.b shows 

two Gaussian distributions in the range 0 to amr. In Fig. 5.8.a (Arad < am,., whereas in Fig. 5.8.b, 

Umd = ctiThr 

The average grain diameter, d, is eliminated from the final approximation under the as

sumption that the average diameter squared, d2 closely approximates am,.. Few of the true max

imum possible void sizes exist in a given distribution, so it is questionable whether the average 

diameter may be used to represent the maximum surface area to calculate the critical stress. For 
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Figure 5.8. 5.8.a represents a Gaussian void distribution in which amd < am,.. In 5.8.b, 
amd = am, . am, is the value inserted into the upper limit of the integral in the denominator 
of F,I(PH). amd is the surface area of the largest void that occurs in the Gaussian. In 5.8.b, the 
central maximum occurs in the center of the range, at amd = amr/2. The half-width may be 
calculated by a multiplicative constant, w, that is independent of am, 

example, a distribution of voids smaller than the grains5 one would expect that a length much 

smaller than the grain width would be needed in the calculation, or that in this case, the average 

grain size could not be a substitute for the maximum void size. Consider, once again, the argument 

that created (r IPH)am, as the upper limit in the integral of the numerator of Fii(PH). 

1. The shear force, Si, is equal to the pressure, PH times the free area, at, of grain i, 

S, = PHU,	 (5.7) 

2. The shear stress, Ti, is equal to the shear force divided by average grain diameter, dd. 

S,=	 (5.8)
d2 

3. The critical shear stress, rm, is equal to the critical shear force, Sm, divided by the average 

grain diameter. 

Sm
Tm = (5.9)

d2 

Substituting (Plict)m for Sm, 

Tm = (PHa),, (5.10) 

5The approximation assumes the surface area of the grains is nearly identical to the surface area 
of the voids 
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4. Flow occurs for, 

Sm Tmci2 
= (5.11)

PH PH 

5. If one assumes the maximum void area is proportional to the square of the average grain 

diameter, am ^ d2, then, 

Tntarn= - ) am . (5.12)
PH I ITH 

Eq. 5.12 is the approximation for the upper limit of the integral in the numerator of 

Fii(PH). Even if the use of d2 can be ignored in the calculation of the critical stress, rm, d2 amd 

is not a good approximation in distributions with a concentration of void sizes toward the lower 

end of the distribution range. d2 a, but d2 >> amd, aind being the maximum void surface 

area in the distribution. The existence of an unrealistically large value for am causes the integral 

calculating the fraction of voids to return an artificially high pressure. 

Consider the mathematical argument. When a maximum void surface area, a is ar

bitrarily chosen, the upper limit of the integral, (rmIPH)a,, does not accurately reflect the 

collapse pressure of any specific void. Increasing the maximum void surface area range value, amr, 

increases the numerator in the fraction (7-m/PH)amr, and PH must increase to an even greater 

value to achieve the same fraction of remaining voids. a says nothing about the actual maximum 

void size, Cemd 

Normally, changing the upper limit in an integral is not a problem. Especially if the 

curve has zero value above a certain point that is less than the limit of the distribution, as in 

the situation here, where amd < amr. The area under the curve should not change as long as 

amd < an,. Unfortunately, in this application, this is not true. The numerator in F,7(PH) can be 

generalized to appear as 

A(PH) 
ari(a)da, (5.13) 

fto 

where A(PH) is some function that calculates the collapse or flow pressure(s) of a porous medium. 

Usually, the upper limit of a function is constant, but in the case of Pastine's approximation, 

A(PH) (rn,IPH)an. This function calculates the fraction of the distribution remaining at a 

certain pressure. am,. is the maximum void surface area in the range, and (Tm /PH) is the fractional 

multiplier determined by the pressure. For example, if PH =- 27-,, then (Tm/PH) = 1/2, and the 

upper limit of the integral is 1/2a, or one-half of its original value. This value represents a 

specific pressure, PM and a specific void surface area, a. If a is increased, a larger value of PH 

is necessary to calculate the same fraction of the integration range. Increasing a, increases the 

pressure necessary to collapse a void of the same size. This is an unphysical result. 
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Stated from a different perspective, increasing amr without any changes to the distribution 

parameters moves the center of the distribution to be biased toward the smaller void area of the 

calculation range. It has been demonstrated that lowering the central maximum of a distribution 

increases the pressure calculated for that distribution. Thus, increasing anmr increases the final 

Hugoniot pressure. 

For a numerical example, consider a distribution with a central-maximum, ,u = 3.0 x 

10-4 m2 and half-width, a = 1.0 x 10-3 m2. The maximum void surface area of this distribution 

occurs around 3.25 x 10-4 m2. The probability of voids larger than this value is virtually zero. 

Using integration range values of ao=0.00001 m2 to anir=0.01 m2, the upper limit fraction can be 

calculated as ai = (7m/PH)ctri, = (9 x 107 Pa/PH)(0.01 m2) =(9x105Pa/PH). The upper limit, 

or void collapse, occurs 0.0325a,. This is 1/30 of the total distribution range. For the upper 

limit fraction to equal 0.0325amr, the pressure would have a value of 2.7 GPa, which would be the 

collapse pressure for the particular voids at that fraction (1/30 of 0.0325) of the distribution range. 

If the maximum of the distribution range, an,,, were to be increased tenfold to 0.10 m2 without 

any change in the Gaussian parameters, the same calculation, 0.0325a,, returns 0.0325 x 27 GPa, 

a tenfold increase in the final Hugoniot pressure. Thus, the final Hugoniot pressure increases with 

amr 

The free surface area of a grain was originally represented by amr, but now the actual 

void surface area is much smaller than a free grain surface area. The latter is still affecting the 

final pressure. This behavior can be seen in Fig. 5.9. No parameters that have any physical impact 

have been changed, yet there is a significant change in the value of the pressure predicted by the 

approximation. Therefore, if the maximum of the distribution range does not accurately represent 

the actual void maximum, results will be skewed. Fig. 5.9 is a graph of a Hugoniot that has been 

affected by this approximation failure. The Hugoniot related to the Gaussian with the smaller it 

and a has an increased pressure profile compared to that calculated using a wider distribution. 

The Hugoniot values of the different distributions converge after the voids in both have collapsed 

completely, and their morphology has become identical. 

Pastine recognized this potential limitation, and stated in footnote 6 in Theoretical Shock 

Properties of Porous Aluminum [11]. 

It is implicitly assumed in this expression for T., that even thought the shearing 
forces may be acting on only a small part of the grain surface, it is nonetheless the 
entire grain cross section that resists the shear. This approximation is therefore very 
crude and generally underestimates the correct value of TZ for values of a, such that 
a, << d2. In the end this will lead to the system theoretically supporting more voids 
under pressure than on might expect. 

Basically, this limitation was understood from the onset of the approximation. The ran

dom distribution model does not suffer from the approximation failure because its maximum void 

http:Pa/PH)(0.01
http:anir=0.01
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SPECIFIC VOLUME (m3/kg) 

Figure 5.9. Two sets of Hugoniot pressure data with the same prosities, the same Gaussian void 
distributions, but different distribution range maximums. The arrows point to Hugoniot with the 
same porosity. The maximum values of both distributions are equal and less than even the smaller 
distribution range maximum. Since there is no change in the number and sizes of the voids, the 
resulting Hugoniots should be identical. The condition that the distribution range maximum is 
reflected by the grain size, which in turn affects the crush strength of its associated void, causes 
an increase in the related Hugoniot state loci by a factor of the increase in the distribution range. 

size is always the maximum void size in the distribution range, and the subsequent reduction is 

proportionate. The elastic locking model will also not suffer from this failure, unless ii << amr. 

Table 5.3 lists Hugoniot pressures for different values of amr, and anid. 

Hugoniot pressure values in the table state that even if amd is not much smaller than 

a, the approximation failure still exists. The first value of amd, 0.00750 m2, changes from 

75% of amr=0.01 m2 to 37.5% of amr=0.10 m2, but the pressure doubled. Realistically, the 

pressure should not change. Not only does the pressure change, but the change is proportional 

to the increase in a,. The approximation failure is built into the approximation itself, thus the 

approximation is bound to fail as long as amd < am,.. 

The Hugoniot behavior in Fig. 5.9 may be explained in terms of this approximation failure. 

As the half-width of the distribution is decreased, the true maximum void surface area recedes 

farther from a,. This greater distance requires an artificially high pressure to compact the voids, 

and thus return solutions to the equation. 

http:amr=0.10
http:amr=0.01
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a, Hugoniot Pressure 
aind 0.01 m2 0.1 m2 

0.00750 1.2x108 1.2x109 
0.00500 4.5x108 4.5x 109 
0.00100 9 x 108 9 x 109 
0.00010 9x109 9x101° 
0.000019x101° 9x10" 

Table 5.3. The Effect of Arbitrarily Increasing anir. 

To summarize these results, the approximation expects the maximum void size of the 

distribution equation, q(a), to be equal to the maximum void size in the calculation range, a,. 
In the ELM and RDM approximations, these values were equal. When the Gaussian distributions 

were introduced into calculations, it was possible for the maximum Gaussian parameter to be 

less than the maximum distribution range parameter. This discrepancy caused the equation to 

calculate greater values of pressure for the same values of porosity and specific volume. Recall 

Fig. 3.7 of chapter three, redisplayed in Fig. 5.10. 

The porosity, Mo, the specific volume, Vs, and the Gaussian's central-maximum, o-, are 

fixed, and only the Gaussian's half-width, pc, changes. As it decreases, the Hugoniot pressure, PH, 

increases. As the half-width shrinks ,the maximum a in the Gaussian distribution is retreating 

from the maximum distribution range value, a,. By the difference created between a and amd 
the final pressure increases proportionately. 

This proportionate difference may be calculated explicitly. The difference in final pres

sure for a specific void size due to a change from amd to caind may be calculated by APH = 

7-7n[am rl(aind caind)], or 

PH(Eamd) PH(amd). (5.14) 

The difference in final pressure for a specific void size due to a change from a to Ea, is 
APR- = am)/amd], or 

PH (fa.) = EPH (am,- ). (5.15) 

5.2.2. Re-evaluation of Results with amd > ceinr 

A recalculation of the data with a, equal to the greatest non-zero value of the Gaussian 

distribution, or so that am,. = amd, demonstrates that all of the Gaussian distributions create 
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Figure 5.10. Hugoniot pressure loci vs the half-width, a, parameterized by continuous half-width 
and incremental central maximum, p. The values of p are: (a) 0.00200, (b) 0.0015, (c) 0.0012, 
(d) 0.0010, and (e) 0.0008. The pressure increases for decreasing half-width and decreasing central 
maximum, p. It appears that the Hugoniot pressure declines after a certain half-with for a specific 
value of p. This behavior is entirely due to the the difference between the maximum void size 
parameter, am, found in the upper limit of the integrals in 11(PH), and the maximum reasonable 
void size that the Gaussian distribution may achieve, which shrinks with the half-width. 

the exact same set of Hugoniot pressure data. Considering the method in which the values were 

obtained, this is an expected result. Eq. (1.24), ai < .57IP, states that grain i flows into a void 

if its surface area, ai is less than Sm/P, the shear force divided by the applied pressure. From 

this equation one may assume am = Sm/P. Sm/c7, so the stress force is related to the 

grain size by the shear stress, rm, which is a material constant. This latter equation suggests an 

inverse relation between Sm and c72. Since d2 was substituted with am in the final approximation 

leading to Fri(PH), am should be inversely proportional to Sm. The first equation, am = Sm /P, 

states that as the grain size increases, the stress force increases accordingly, and the pressure is 

consequently unaffected. In short, an increase in the grain size will not affect the final pressure. 

This concurs with previous experiments in Boade [3] and Linde and Schmidt [10] stating that the 

grain size had no effect on the final Hugoniot pressure. 

Disappointingly, this result nullifies all previous interesting results. Griffiths et al [18] 

hypothesized that certain void-size distributions returned unique Hugoniot pressure profiles, and 

the conclusion presented is that all Hugoniot curves will be identical. 
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Evaluation of F ,71 (PH1) = P,12(PH2) 

This fact that all distributions represent the same Hugoniot curve is curious. For a void of 

a given size, a < am, the upper limit of the integral, a = (rml PH)ain, in the numerator of F,I(PH), 

states that the larger a, is, the smaller PH needs to be to compact it. By this approximation, 

different pressures are needed to compact voids of the same size. This is the result even if the 

maximum void surface area amd and the value of the range, amr, are equal, which was the problem 

in the preceding section. The new result states that the Hugoniot pressure, PH is independent of 

the void surface area range, (ao, a,,,), in which it was calculated. 

If values of PH(Vs) are identical for different void-size ranges, Eq. (1.34) 

G(Vs)
PH = 1 H(Vs) + I(Vs)Fil(PH)' 

states that the values of Fn(PH) must also be identical for different void-size ranges. 

Thus, if F,7 (PH2) and F,7 (PH1) represent two ranges of void sizes, then F,7 (PH1) = Pu(PH2) 

PH1 = PH2 since both F,7 (PH1) and Fn (PH2 )6 are associated with the same final Hugoniot pressure. 

Written 

Fqi(PH) = F7I2(PH), (5.16) 

the Fn's may be expanded to 

f(T"./PH)'1"' aol(al)dai f(7-/P11)`"- aq(a2)da2 
(5.17)rim aiii(ai)dai f CE2m a2i(a2)da2 

By definition, al, = (Tin/PHJair and a2, (Tm/PH2)a2m, and PH, = PH2 = PH, so 

Tm Trn 
PH = = am2, (5.18)al, a2, 

and therefore, 

alrn a2m 
(5.19)

a2, 

which may be extended to, 

alm a2m 
(5.20)

al a2 

6Rigorously, the q's should be split into it and 112, since different Gaussian distributions have 
different internal parameters, but later on it will be shown that, as far as this calculation goes, 
they are mathematically identical. 
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Eq. (5.17) may be written, 

aitt(ai)da J
fa2 

a277(a2)da 
(5.21)fal'" aig(ai)da f a2 a2g(a2)da
 

Introducing a constant, K, so that
 

a9 = Kai	 (5.22) 

=	 (5.23) 

a2m = Kalm,	 (5.24) 

and substituting, Eq. (5.21) becomes
 

ao(al)da fKail Kaig(Ka2)d(Kc/)
 
(5.25)fa1m ao (al)da 

= jricai. Kain(Kai)d(Ka) 

Dropping the subscript '1', 

f an(a)da 11<c" K an(K a)d(K a) 
(5.26)

fam al/(a)da fiCam Kar7(Ka)d(Ka)
 

To eliminate K from the argument of the function, g(Ka), the mathematical rule,
 
g(d) 

f[g(x)]da[g(x)] = f f (t)d[a(t)],	 (5.27) 
g(c) 

may be employed with the following identities, 

x = a t = a 
g(x) = Kx = Ka f(t) = tq(t) = ag(a) 

f[g(x)] = g(x)y[g(x)] = K x7i(K = K aii(K a) 

a[g(x)] = g(x) = Kx = Ka a(t) = t = 
dfa[g(x)]1 = d(Kx) = K dx = K da d[a(t)] = d(t) = da 

c = K ao g(c) = K2 ai 
d = Kai g(x) = K2 ao 

to write Eq. (5.26) as 

fK2at ari(a)da f aii(a)da 
(5.28)

f K2 am an(a)do ari(a)da.f 
This identity will only make sense if one of two properties of the distribution, g(a), is true. 

1. The area under ri(a) is limited to a fixed value, and increasing the void-size range has	 no 

effect. 

2. q(a) scales proportionally with the increase in the void-size distribution range. 

The first condition was shown to lead to false results in preceeding sections. Thus, if this analysis 

is correct, the second property must be true. As the grains increase in size, the area under the 

surface area distribution curve increases by a factor. 
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Calculation of Distribution Integration Factor 

There are two ways to show a proportionate increase in the distribution functions. First, 
if the distribution function is a Gaussian7, 

[1 (a p)21n(a) = exp 
2 (7-2	 j (5.29) 

whose endpoints terminate at each end of the integration range, [ao, am], then the values for p 

and a can be replaced with anz/2 and warn, respectively. This is seen in Fig. 5.11. The Gaussian 

1.0 
H amr	 amd = amr6 = 
1:4 

r=4 amr= 2 
0.5 

6 
U amd 

(1mr
0.0 

0.0	 0.005 0.010 
VOID SURFACE AREA (ni ) 

Figure 5.11. Gaussian distribution with ot,,,d = am, = am. amr is the value inserted into 
the upper limit of the integral in the denominator of Fi(PH). amd is the surface area of the 
largest void that occurs in the Gaussian. The central maximum occurs in the center of the range,
at avid = arnr /2. The half-width may be calculated by a multiplicative constant, w, that is 
indepedent of am,.. 

will be centered in the middle of the distribution range with its half-width equal to w times the 

7The author believes that if the results of the analysis are correct for any EAe-x type distribution, 
then it is correct for any combination of exponential functions, which may represent any well-
behaved function in a given interval, in this case the interval being (ao, am,.). This is not proven, 
however, but its validity does not affect the outcome. 
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maximum void size in the range. w ensures that the maximum value of the distribution coincides 

with the maximum value of the computation range. 

Substituting amr/2 and warn, into ( 5.29), 

1 (a am/2)21
ti (a) = exp (5.30)

2 w2a2,, 

Label this distribution so that a -4 a2, and 

71(a2) = exp 1 (a2 a2m/2)21. (5.31)
2 w2a22m 

Substitute Eq. (5.22), Kai, in for a2 and Kahn for a2m to obtain 

1 (Kai Kaim/2)21
77(K ai) = 11 exp (5.32)

2 co2(Kaim)2 

After canceling, this may be written as, 

1 (al aim/2)2]
7)(a2) = exp (5.33)2a22 CA.) lm 

= Vat) (5.34) 

Therefore, the distribution function calculates the same value, for T7(a2) and tgai). Even though 

al and a2 may be different sizes, if a2 = Kai, they share the same percentage of the total 

population of voids. The curves ti(ai) and r(a2) are morphologically identical. 

The second method substitutes a2 = Kai into the distribution integral, 

17v = f agga2)da2, (5.35) 

to obtain, 

fKain(Kai)d(Kai). (5.36) 

and uses the previous result, 7(Ka2) = ii(ai), along with d(Kai) = Kdai, to obtain 

faztgaz)daz = K2 f aitgai)dai (5.37) 

The difference in magnitude between the two integrals is a constant, K2. 

In Sec. 5.2.2 it was stated that the same Hugoniot pressure, PH, is calculated for different 

grain sizes and thus different void-size distribution ranges. Mathematically, for void-size ranges 

labeled 1 and 2, 

PHI = PH2 (5.38) 

Fo (PHI ) = F,72 (PH2) (5.39) 

f(Tm/PH1)°`1- aitgaddal f (7/PH2)a2 a217 -2/la 1 ri ry2 
(5.40)ain(ai)dai fa2m a2n(a2)da2 
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By the previous result, Eq. (5.37) and identity, Eq. (5.27)8 

/PH1 )a lm K2 f(rm/PHi)Kaim ain(ai)daif( airgai)dal (5.41)farm 
c'fri(ai)dai K2 f Kai al7)(ai)dai 

leading to, 

, r(7,/PH)al,, ao(ai)dai
)61 1 J
 (5.42)farm ain(ai)dai rim ctini (addai 

The fractions on the left and right are identical. 

In these calculations, it was assumed that the void distribution, 77(a), increased with am,. 

(by means of p = amr/ 2 and a = wan), so that the distribution's maximum value coincided with 

the maximum value of the calculation range, arnd = amr. Therefore the area under the distribution 

curve increased as am increased. Different distributions are an expected consequence of calcula

tions on different grain sizes. Their surface area distributions, which are grain-size dependent, 

require different values of p and a. But, because the area under the distribution curve increases 

proportionately to the distribution range, the same Hugoniot pressure values are returned in the 

solution. Even though the distribution integrals have different ranges and different distributions, 

the fraction of the area under them is always the same. 

Re-Examination of Pastine Approximation 

The results of the last few sections suggests a re-examination of the assumption that lead 

to the development of the approximation, a = (rni/PH)arnr, in Eq. (1.26), 

[fc,(7/13/1)amr aii(a)da 1
F (PH) = Vv 

foam' an(a)da 

The first inconsistency was caused by the fact that the maximum void surface area in 

the distribution was less than the value set for the distribution range, or anid < am.. Originally, 

the upper limit was a = S1 /PH, the shear force divided by the pressure, rather than al = 

(Tm IPH)alltr The latter equation was introduced together with the random distribution model, in 

which oemd = amr. Trn 2= Sin / C12 was used to eliminate Sn, in a = Sm/PH to obtain a = Tnid2/PH, 

and then d2 was assumed to approximate the largest void, so d2 = amr, and finally, 

8Note here that K was eliminated from the upper limit, whereas, previously, K2 was introduced 
into the upper limit. This is due to the direction in which the substitutions were made. Previously, 
the K's were eliminated. Here they are introduced. 
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a = (Tin/PH)am,.. If amd < amr, then (7m1PH)amr cannot be substituted for Sm/PH as the 

upper limit of the integral. 

The second problem is more subtle. When solutions were obtained for amd = amr, the 
results were identical, regardless of the range of the distribution. From (5.16), the approximation 

in the upper limit, al = (Tm /PH)a,nr, allowed the upper limits of two different integration ranges 

to be proportionate by means of a common pressure, so ai, (PH) = Ka2,(PH). This relation, 

together with integrals increasing propotionately to the distribution maximum, created invariant 

Hugoniot pressures for different ranges. This leads to a contradictory result. 

By the analysis in the preceeding section, the second factor that lead to this result is 

valid. Areas under some curves do increase proportionately with a proportionate increase in their 

parameters.9 Thus, the first factor, which is based on the approximation, a = (Tm /PH)amr, must 

contain an inconsistency. The contradiction is as follows: 

1. The approximation states that the collapse pressure PH for a void of surface area, al is 

calculated by ai = (rmIPH)a,. Thus, there is a one-to-one relationship between the pressure 

and the void surface area. 

2. For two distinct distribution ranges, [a10 ,aim] and [ai a2m] 

al, = (Tm /PHA )ai, ) (5.43) 

a2, = (Tm/PH2)a2,.) (5.44) 

These may be written in terms of collapse pressure as, 

PH, = (aim t (5.45) 

PH2 ( a 2m / a 21 ) (5.46) 

3.
 The minimum pressures occur at the largest surface area in the range, and the maximum 

pressures at the smallest, so 

PHimax = PHi (a10) = Tm ( a m /alo ) (5.47) 

PHimin = PHI (aim )Tm(aim /aim) = Tm (5.48) 

PH2,nax = PH2 (a20) = Tm ( a 2m / a 2 ) (5.49) 

PH2min = PH2 (a2, ) = 7171(a2m I a2m) = 7771 (5.50) 

9Some don't, e.g. f xn dx over the interval [0,n]. 
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thus, 

Tin (a 1 / 1 0 < PHI Tin 

Tni /a20) < PH2 < Tm 

If aim = alp, then 

Tin (az_ /aim ) < PH2 , 

the left-hand side being the maximum possible pressure for PH2. If a2, > aim , then (a2m /aim) > 
1.0, and 

Tni(a2,/aim) > Tm. (5.51) 

Thus, if 

PHi (aim ) = Tm 

PH2(020) = Tni(a2 /a20) 

= /aim) 

then, substituting air, for a20, 

PH2 (aim) = Tm (az-1(11,J (5.52) 

Tm (a2, /a1,,) > Tm (5.53) 

Tm = PHA (of ) (5.54) 

PH2 (aim) > PHi (aim). (5.55) 

This final statement contradicts the premise that the collapse pressure of a void is directly related to 

the surface area of the void, stated definitively by Eq. (1.24) in the original approximation. PHI (Vs) 

and PH2 (Vs) differ only by the range of the distribution, and the void distribution parameters ,u 

and o . The distribution parameters have been shown to not affect the outcome. 

It seems that the culprit is the maximum value of the distribution, am, factored into the 

upper limit, al = (rn,IPH)a,,, of the integral. By changing this value, the pressure necessary to 

collapse a void of a specific surface area changes. From the calculations, regardless of the void size, 

the largest void will collapse at a pressure Tm . Thus the collapse occurs, not at a specific value 

of pressure, but at a specific value dependent on the maximum void size divided by the pressure, 

Tni(a,I PH), where 7-m is constant. 
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Unfortunately, this leads to further contradictions. One is that the existence of am as a 

variable suggests the dependence of voids of other sizes on the final collapse value. The approxima

tion was derived considering the mechanics of a single grain, not the interaction of forces between 

the grains. The problem may be seen in part of the approximation quoted in chapter 1. 

Assume a porous granular material for which the volume of holes per gram of solid 
is Vh and in which all grains are randomly shaped, but have the same mean diameter, 
d. Consider in particular a grain in this system which has a surface area, or "free" 
area, Ai, not in direct contact with the neighboring grains. Now, if the system is under 
uniform pressure, P, the shearing force Si acting on this grain due to the exposed 
surface A, is given approximately by Si aiP (1.20). Where the associated "free" 
area a, is the product giAi, and gi is a dimensionless structure factor. When the 
shearing stress Ti which is of the order Ti S, d2 (1.21) reaches some critical yield 
value rn, ^ Sm/d2 (1.22) the grain may be expected to flow into the adjacent hole. 

The quotation goes on to state, " At a given pressure P we expect that all the associated "free" 

areas a, such that a, > Sim! P (1.24) will disappear because of flow." Pastine approximates a 

fixed value of critical shear force by Eq. (1.22), 7-, ^ Sm/d2. It is further stated in Eq. (1.24) that 

a, > Sm/P; a void of of surface area a, will flow at some P, thus assuming that the shear force 

Sm is constant for all grain sizes. This last assumption is incorrect. 

The effect of a shear "force" applied over an area, is dependent on the size of the area over 

which it acts. It does not make sense to a apply a particular force over a range of surface areas 

and expect the same physical result. The definition of force, F = d(mv) /dt, itself states otherwise. 

The pressure, however, is independent of the surface area, so a certain critical phenomenon could 

be associated with a fixed value of Pressure over a range of surface areas. In fact, the shear force 

is defined by the pressure and the free surface area of grain i in Si ^ aiP. In this equation, Si was 

variable over a range of grain sizes. Later in the approximation, Tm ^ Sm /d2 was derived, and Sm 

was assumed a fixed value for all a but in fact it was only accurate for d2. 

The approximation was not employed in a strict sense to the calculations in this work. 

If done so, then a, would be replaced by d2 in the upper limit, al = (taumIPH)a,,, so that 

= (taurril PH)d2. But in d2 = am/2 in the new parameterization, so the upper limit becomes 

ai = (tatt,,IPH)a,12. This correction only changes the result by a factor, and does not reconcile 

current inconsistencies in the formulation. 

Probably what is confusing here is the changing pressure. Recall that a Hugoniot repre

sents a set of final state points. The curves represent, not the changing pressure and specific volume 

within the shock wave, but a set of final state points, each with a specific value of pressure and 

specific volume associated with a specific shock wave. Each data point represents a different ex

periment. When deriving the collapse pressure of a void, the pressure is usually assumed constant. 
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In a Hugoniot, a whole range of pressures is often considered,' and attempting to incorporate this 

concept into the approximation probably caused the error. 

All of the inconsistencies that have been discovered may be resolved if it is assumed that 

all grains flow at the same Hugoniot pressure, PH. This is once again the elastic locking model, in 

which all of the voids exist below a critical P, and all have collapsed above it. Previously, the ELM 

approximation represented voids of all the same size, but here it states that, regardless of size, 

they all flow at the same pressure. Since the Hugoniot pressure is now independent of the range of 

distibution of voids, the contradiction that different ranges produce the same result is eliminated 

(though that was based on a problematic approximation). It also agrees with experiment results, 

that the grain sizes had no significant impact on the final pressure [3] [19]. Unfortunately, it also 

eliminates the possibility that the distribution of voids would have any impact on the outcome. 

5.2.3. Summary 

In summary, contradictions were discovered in the computational data. The first stated 

that it was possible for voids with two distinct surface areas to collapse under different pressures. 

If this was correct then the collapse pressure of a void must have been dependent on other voids 

in the distribution. An erroneous assumption that the shear force is a fixed value for a range of 

void sizes was discovered to be part of the approximation. This assumption caused a calculation 

of different pressures for identical void sizes. Since the shear force was dependent on the range 

of void sizes, modifying the range modified the value of the shear force, which in turn caused 

calculations of different pressures for a void that existed in both ranges. This contradiction was 

resolved by assuming that the grain size is independent of the pressure necessary to compact it. 

If this last assumption is correct, then the void distribution has no effect on the shock state of 

granular material with critical shear stress proportional to the applied pressure. 

mIt is not that there is particular interest over a range of pressure, which there usually is, but that 
at these explosive pressures, it is very difficult to get the same pressure from different experiments, 
even on the same apparatus. Thus, experiments get a range of pressure values whether they want 
them or not. 
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5.3. Further Analysis 

5.3.1. General Equation for Integral upper limit 

Though it has been demonstrated that this particular approximation creates contradic

tions, and that an elastic locking model type behavior sufficiently resolves these contradictions, 

this result was based on the approximation itself. It may be worthwhile to extend this argument 

to all void distributions or materials. 

In sec. 5.2.1, Eq.(5.13) of this chapter, the fraction of remaining voids was introduced with 

a general argument, A(PH), in the it, as 

fc)(a)da(np )an
F,i(PH) = 'Oa Fil(PH) = H (5.56)ari(a)da Lom ari(a)da 

The second equation is included for collapse inversely dependent on void size. 

A(PH) is a function describing the Hugoniot pressure at which a void or voids may expe

rience collapse.' It might be possible that void collapse is dependent on other variables. Gour

din [19] stated in his conclusion that "(1) The specific area of the powder [a] and the rise time 

of the shock... are important quantities, which, with the net specific energy E, determine the 

average energy flux incident on powder particle surfaces during compaction." Thus, there may be 

more factors to consider that would relate PH and a in a non-linear fashion. Even if the surface 

area is ultimately proportionate to the stress at which the grains flow, there are always ways to 

modify different factors involved in the behavior. For example, since different metals have different 

shear stresses, to achieve a distribution of void strengths, a mixture of metal grains could be used. 

In the approximation from chapter 1, A(PH) was described by, 

A(PH) = a(PH) = -anti. (5.57) 

The maximum void size, am, in the upper limit lead to the contradiction that the same size void 

would collapse at different pressures for different calculation ranges. If the collapse pressure for a 

specific size was fixed, then the equation might not produce contradictory results. In other words, 

pressure must be related to the void size in a way that is independent of the range of voids over 

which the pressure is calculated. As long as the pressure range is "uncoupled" from A(PH), then 

this condition is trivialy met. This may be seen in Figs. 5.12.a and 5.12.b. 

The only constraints would be the conditions at the endpoints where at the limit of high 

pressure, no voids exist, and at the limit of low pressure, all voids exist. This leaves an entire realm 

11To be rigorous, one could consider that the collapse is independent of pressure, but then the 
voids would never collapse, so this will not be assumed to be a possibility. 

http:Eq.(5.13
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Figure 5.12. The graph of the equation for the upper limit in the old approximation is shown 
in Fig. 5.12.a, and the new approximation in Fig. 5.12.b In (a), it is possible to obtain the same 
pressure if the distribution range changes. In (b), the distribution range is independent of collapse 
pressure. 

of possibilities. The pressure - void relationships could even contain degeneracies, so that several 

different sizes of voids collapse at a single pressure (that would make the ELM model infinitely 

degenerate). An obvious possibility is A(PH) = a(PH) = 41)1 PH in Fig. 5.12.b, which is similar to 

the original approximation, but is independent of the distribution maximum. The void collapse 

pressure should be implicit in the equation. In the case of (P/PH, a void with a surface area of 1 

m2 is collapses at a pressure of PH = 4. In an experiment, if the pressure range is [P1, P2], then 

the range of voids collapsed have a surface area up to (1)/P2. If the distribution allowed no voids 

in that range, then no voids would be collapsed. 

To test the validity of A(PH) the same analysis as in previous sections were applied, but 
only trivial results were obtained. This is based on the fact that the previous approximation 

represented a family of curves, while A(PH) represents only one curve. Much of the previous 

analysis depended on changing variables, moving from one curve to another. Changing variables 

in A(PH) by setting a(1z)PH, = a(11)PH, simply returns to the curve A(PH). 

It is not immediately obvious that the the pressure can be isolated from the surface area 

in the collapse mechanism. The pressure has an argument of area built into it, so it may be im

possible to avoid it affecting the void size, which it has effectively eliminated for the particular 

approximation in this work. It may be possible to find a material where other variables come into 

the argument. The approximation in this paper assumed a fixed force, which lead to contradic

tory results. It has been shown that pressure void-size relationships may exist, but the potential 

existence of non linear relationship between these two has only been speculated. 
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Figure 5.13. Void distribution in an Aerogel. The data was collected from Zeng et al [6]. Vx is 
the cumulative void volume and volume of an adsorbed gas (in this case nitrogen) in the aerogel. 
x represents the radii of the voids. 

5.3.2. Non-Symmetric Distributions 

The conclusion that the distributions are increasing by a value proportionate to the void-

size increase suggests that there is another class of functions to consider. Distributions in which 

the maximum void size of the distribution is less than the maximum void size in the range have 

been shown to create false results. Distributions with areas that increase proportionally to the 

distribution range have have been shown to return identical results. These results were based on 

a false premise, but if A(PH) in the previous section can be shown to be a viable equation, then 

distribution functions that do not terminate before the end of the distribution range, and whose 

area does not increase proportionally as the distribution range increases, should be considered. 

Such distributions do exist. Fig. 5.13 is a plot of the void-size distribution of an aerogel. The 

bulk of the voids are at the smaller end of the spectrum, with larger voids decreasing slowly. 

This function would be expected to create a solution set that would match the results created by 

Gaussian distributions of small p and a, and the higher pressure results seen in Fig. 3.7. Most 

of the voids are very small, but the distribution terminates at a much higher void size than a 

symmetrical Gaussian function. Thus at higher pressures, many of the voids still exist, and the 

value of 1,7(PH) is not insignificant. 
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The morphology of an aerogel is drastically different from the granular morphology that 

was assumed for the approximation, but its distribution demonstrates that distributions that may 

produce interesting results do physically exist. The latter analysis does not consider the specifics of 

the morphology, either, so the upper limit in the integral of Fn(PH) may be modified for different 

morphologies without compromising the integrity of the entire Hugoniot equation developed for 

that purpose. 
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6. Conclusion 

Recent interest in intact capture of comet dust grains and other dust grains in space has 

prompted research on shock waves in underdense media. In the sixties, D. John Pastine [11] 

presented an approximation that took into consideration the distribution of void sizes in porous 

media when calculating the media's shock properties. Recently, Griffiths et al [18] employed this 

approximation and additional computational methods to explore a greater variety of void size 

distributions than was previously possible. Griffiths et al [18] obtained results that agreed with 

previous calculations and experimental data, and new results that suggested Hugoniot pressure 

may be highly sensitive to certain void distributions. After closer inspection, however, the new 

results seemed to be a product of computational process, which was based on a delicate assumption 

purposed in the approximation. The new results do not represent a physical system. 

Close inspection of these new results did give insight into how the Rankine-Hugoniot 

equation achieves solutions and why solutions are the same for different void-size ranges in this 

approximation, which lead to the discovery of the error. The new stated that if a Gaussian 

distribution describing the distribution of void sizes had both a small central-maximum and half-

width compared the the maximum void size, the the final Hugoniot pressure will increase. This 

increase was discovered to be the difference the maximum void size in the distribution, and the 

maximum void size in the calculation range. When solutions were found only across the range of 

the distribution, and no farther, no unique behavior was observed. Futhermore, as long as the void-

size distribution fit the distribution range, solutions were identical regardless of the range under 

consideration. This lead to the discovery that as long as a distribution increases proportionately 

to the range over which it is being considered, pressure solutions will remain unchanged. This, 

in turn, lead to the contradiction that if the shear strength is constant, then different collapse 

pressures may be calculated for different void sizes. The cause of this contradiction was discovered 

to be inherent in the approximation, which coupled the void size upper limit to the distribution 

of void sizes. This coupling lead to the same pressure response for different ranges. A possible 

resolution of the contradiction suggests that all grains flow at the same pressure. This has not been 

proven, however, and is beyond the scope of this work. For future work with void size distributions 

that include collapse pressure calculations in the upper limit of the integral, the upper limit and 

the distribution of voids must not be coupled. 

This result did suggested that void-size distributions that do not increase proportionately 

with the distribution range may create a unique solution set. This may be achieved by finding 

relationships between collapse pressure and void size without considering the distribution over 

which the voids may exist. The relationship may be based on other factors, such as temperature, 
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non-linear loading, or amorphous material, that might influence compaction. If the collapse pres

sure of a void is dependent on its size, the distribution of void sizes may very well have an impact 

on the final Hugoniot pressure. Such a physical distribution was found in an aerogel, a fortuitous 

discovery since successes in this research will eventually lead to work on aerogels themselves. This 

is most pretinent to cosmic dust recovery research currently underway, since it is aerogel that will 

be used as the capture medium in actual dust acquisition. 
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APPENDIX A: Computer Programs 

HgLoc.c 

/************************
 

name: HgLoc.c 

Version: 10.0 making mu,sig continuous: there used to be a 

double array for the mu, and sig but one dimension 

was removed, since in the continuous form, 

one can simulate several distributions. 

11.0 includes distribution curve points for observation 
12.0 includes values for the Mie-Gruneisen Equation 

13.0 includes logarithmic increase in ph 

14.0 in process, includes logarithmic mu and sig 

changes 

#include <math.h>
 

#include <limits.h>
 

#include <stdio.h>
 

#include "HgZbrent.c"
 

#include "HgFunc.c"
 

#include "HgPrintFunc.c"
 

#include "line_append.c"
 

#define SI 30
 

main(int argc,char *argv[])
 

{
 

/***** SET VARIABLES ******************
 

The variables are initialized in order
 

of appearance of the group that they
 
belong. ******************************/
 

double HgZbrent(),GVs(),HVs(),DVs(),mu(),simpson();
 

FILE *udatfp;
 

double Bm,Bo,mu[SI],mulo[SI],mumx[SI],mui[SI],muinc[SI],
 

sig[SI],siglo[SI],sigmx[SI],sigi[SI],siginc[SI],pc[11];
 

int pknum[5],eta;
 

int funct,m,logten;
 

double phlo,phmidx,phmidlo,phmx,phi;
 

double Vslo,Vsmx,Vsi;
 

double Molo,Momx,Moi;
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int dFLAG,pfvFLAG,b1FLAG,mudivF[SI],sigdivF[SI],cgFLAG, 

zrFLAG; 

char outfile[8]ESI]; 

FILE *mdatfp;
 

char mdatafile[SI];
 

double tm,Vo,A,bp,Eti,g,ao,bo,co,Vi,Co,b1,b2;
 

double	 Us,up,upl,up2;
 

double	 dip,div,dum,duml,dump,dum2;
 

double	 simp1,simp2,fxl,fx2,root1,To=373.15,tol,Vs,Vso,
 

Mo,fu,mue,fmu;
 

char	 imup[1],imUs[1];
 

double Eh,Ehz,Eht,Ehth,Ezz,Ezt,gam,gauss;
 

double frac,fracpv,Dv,Gv,Hv;
 

double ph;
 

FILE *fopen();
 

FILE *rootsum, *distrfp;
 

int i,j,k,l,jj,kk;
 

char dummy;
 

/***************** OPEN DATA FILES & GET DATA *****
 

Problems occured with the program confusing the
 

background job tag as a line argument pertinent
 

to the program. Originally this program could be
 

run with any datafile as an argument, but now it
 

assumes the datafile is "tempi." If one wants
 

a datafile command line argument, this program
 

may be very easily modified to do so.
 

The process is:
 

1.a) Open "tempi"
 
b) Set run-time parameters from "tempi" to
 

pre-initialized variables
 
c) Close "templ"
 

2.a) Open the material-specific data file,
 

mdatafile, the name of which is obtained
 

from "tempi" (in this case it was a.file,
 
with data for aluminum)
 

b) Set run-time parameters from mdatafile to
 

pre-initialized variables
 

c) Close mdatafile
 

if(argc==2) {
 

if((udatfp = fopen("templ","r+"))==NULL) {
 

printf("\nlUnable to access user data file, Xs",*argv);
 

exit(0);
 

}
 

}
 

else { /* input from file */
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if((udatfp = fopen("templ","r+"))==NULL) {
 

printf("\n2Unable to access user data file, %s",*argv);
 

exit(0);
 
}
 

}
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%d \n",&funct);
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%lf\n",&Bm);
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%lf\n",&Bo);
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%d \n",&eta);
 

if(eta==9) {
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%d \n",&pknum[0]); /*addition switch, 1=yes*/
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%d \n",&pknum[1]); /*number of mu changes, */
 

/* or total of addition */
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%d \n",&pknum[3]); /*number of sig changes */
 

for(i=1; i<=pknum[1]; i++) { /* for Gaussian distrib */
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%lf\n",&muloCip;
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%lf\n",&mumx[i]);
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%lf\n",&mui [i]) ;
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%lf\n",&mudivFM);
 

} for(i=1; i<=pknum[3]; i++) { /* for Gaussian distrib */
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%lf\n",&siglo[i]);
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%lf\n",&sigmxrn);
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%lf\n",&sigi [i]) ;
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%lf\n",&sigdivF[i]);
 
} 

}
 

if(eta==10) {
 

for(i=0; i<=10; i++)
 

fscanf(udatfp ,"%lf\n"ApcD.1); /* get polyn coeffs */
 
}
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%d \n",&logten );
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%lf\n",&phlo );
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%lf\n",&phmx );
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%lf\n",&phi );
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%lf\n",&Vslo );
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%lf\n",&Vsmx );
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%lf\n",&Vsi );
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%lf\n",&Molo );
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%lf\n",&Momx );
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%lf\n",&Moi );
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%d \n",&m );
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%lf\n",&tol );
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%s \n",mdatafile) ;
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%d \n",&dFLAG );
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%d \n",&pfvFLAG );
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%d \n",&b1FLAG );
 

for(i=0; i<=7; i++)
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%s" ,outfile[i]);
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%d \n",&zrFLAG );
 

if((mdatfp = fopen(mdatafile,"r+"))==NULL) {
 

printf("\n2.1Unable to access material paramter file, %s",
 

mdatafile);
 

exit(0);
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}
 

fscanf(mdatfp,"%lf\n",&tm); /* Material shear strength */
 

fscanf(mdatfp,"%lf\n",&Vo); /* specific Volume at 0 K */
 

fscanf(mdatfp,"%lf\n",&Vso); /* specific volume at SPT */
 

fscanf(mdatfp,"%lf\n",&A);
 

fscanf(mdatfp,"%lf\n",&bp);
 

fscanf(mdatfp,"%lf\n",&Eti); /* energy density at SPT */
 

fscanf(mdatfp,"%lf\n",&g);
 

fscanf(mdatfp,"%lf\n",&ao); /* Poo const */
 

fscanf(mdatfp,"%lf\n",&bo); /* Poo const */
 

fscanf(mdatfp,"%lf\n",&co); /* Poo const */
 

fscanf(mdatfp,"%lf\n",&Vi);
 

fscanf(mdatfp,"%lf\n",&Co); /* Gruneisen const */
 

fscanf(mdatfp,"%lf\n",&b1); /* Gruneisen const */
 

fscanf(mdatfp,"%lf\n",&b2); /* Gruneisen const */
 

fclose(mdatfp);
 

/********** PREPARE THE OUTPUT FILE **********
 

This sets up the output file so that the
 

information from "tempi" is included at
 

the top of the output data file **********/
 

for(i=0; i<=7; i++) {
 

rootsum[i] = fopen(outfile[i],"w");
 

if(funct==1)
 

fprintf(rootsum[i],"# Hugoniot");
 

else
 

fprintf(rootsum[i],"# Mie-Gruneisen");
 

fprintf(rootsum[i],"# phlo=%e phmxge phiglf",phlo,phmx,phi);
 

fprintf(rootsum[i],"\n# Bo = %. 121f Bm=%.121f",Bo,Bm);
 

fprintf(rootsum[i],"\n# distrib=%d",eta);
 

if(eta==9) {
 

fprintf(rootsum[i],"\n# Combined Gaussian?
 

(1=yes,0=no) %d",pknum[0]);
 

for(j=1; j<=pknum[1] ; j++)
 

fprintf(rootsum[i],"\n# pknum mu %d mulo=%.121f
 

mumx=%.121f mui=%lf"
 

,j,mulo[j],mumx[j],mui[j]);
 

for(k=1; k<=pknum[3]; k++)
 

fprintf(rootsum[i],"\n# sig %d siglo=%.121f
 

sigmx=%.121f sigi=%lf"
 

,k,siglo[k],sigmx[k],sigiEki);
 

} 

} 
if(eta==10)
 

for(j=0; j<=10; j++)
 

fprintf(rootsum[i],"\n# fit value gd = %.12e",j,pc[j]);
 

}
 

fprintf(rootsum[i],"\n#Vslo=%e Vsmxge Vsiglf"
 
,Vslo,Vsmx,Vsi);
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fprintf(rootsum[i],"\n#Molo=%lf Momx=%lf Moi=%lf"
 

,Molo,Momx,Moi);
 

fprintf("\n# %d iterations, tolerance=%lf",m,tol);
 

fprintf(rootsum[i],"\n# Material data file:%s",mdatafile);
 
fclose(rootsum[i]);
 

}
 

/********** SET UP THE Phi, Vsi, Moi, mui, sigi INCREMENT VALUES
 

This section changes the value of Phi, Vsi, Moi, mui,
 

sigi from the number of increments of the associated
 

variables to the value of the increment of the associated
 

variable. If Molo=1, Momx=10 and Moi=9, then Moi becomes 1.****/
 

Vsi=(Vsmx-Vslo)/Vsi;
 

if(Vsi==0.0) Vsi=1.0; /*increment anyway to escape for-loop*/
 

Moi=(Momx-Molo)/Moi;
 

if(Moi==0.0) Moi=1.0; /*increment anyway to escape for-loop*/
 

for(i=1; i<=Fanum[1]; i++) {
 

if(mudivF[i]) { /*divide mu by log?*/
 

mui[i]=(mumx[i]-mulo[i])/mui[i];
 

if(mui[i]==0.0) mui[i]=1.0;
 
}
 

else { /* Because of the many-peak complication,
 

the mu and sig is incremented differently,
 

done outside the for-loop*/
 

mui[i]=(log10(mumx[i])-log10(mulo[i]))/mui[i];
 

if(mui[i]==0.0) mui[i]=1.0;
 
}
 

}
 

for(i=1;i<=pknum[3];i++) { /*divide sig by log?*/
 
if(sigdivF[i]) {
 

sigi[i]=(sigmx[i]-siglo[i])/sigi[i];
 

if(sigi[i]==0.0) sigi[i]=1.0;

} 
else
 

sigi[ i]=Clog10(sigmx[i])-log10(siglo[i]))/sigi[i];
 

if(sigi[i]==0.0) sigi[i]=1.0;

} 

} 

/********** CREATE THE DISTRIBUTION GRAPH DATA ******
 

This section is currently non-functional, but
 

originally created a data file with points that
 

represented the distribution function, eta(PH) ******/
 

/* Hdgph(Bo,Bm,eta,pknum,mulo,mumx,mui,mudivF,siglo,
 

sigmx,sigi,sigdivF,pc); */
 

file:%s",mdatafile
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/********** START LOOPS FOR THE ROOT CALCULATION ******
 

This section sets up and executes the variable
 

increment loops. The last variable in the increment
 
hierarchy is the pressure.
 

The process is:
 

1) pknum for-loop
 

2) mu while-loop
 

3) sig while-loop
 

4) Mo for-loop
 

5) Vs for-loop
 

6) Ph for-loop
 

7) look for root
 

8) print values to rootsum[i]
 

9) close loops
 
*******************************/
 

for(jj=1; jj<= pknum[1]; jj++) {
 

if(pknum[0]=1) {
 

for(jj=1; jj<=pknum[1]; jj++)
 

mu[jj]=mulo[jj];
 
jj=pknum[1];
 

else {
 

mu[jj]= mulo[jj];
 

pknum[2]=jj;
 
}
 

while(mu[jj]<=mumx[jj]) { /* mu loop, beginning of loops;
 

5 in all */
 

if(b1FLAG==1) {
 

for(j=0; j<=7; j++)
 

line_append(outfile[j]); /* add "\n" to data
 

files to separate diff Vs*/
 
}
 

for(kk=1; kk<=pknum[3]; kk++) {
 

if(pknum[0]==1) {
 

for(kk=1; kk<=pknum[3]; kk++)
 

sig[kk]=siglo[kk];
 

kk=pknum[1] ;
 

else {
 

sig[kk]= siglo[kk];
 

pknum[4]=kk;
 
} 

while(siekk]<=sigmx[kk]) { /* sig loop */
 

if(b1FLAG==2) {
 

for(j=0; j<=7; j++)
 

line_append(outfile[j]); /* add "\n" to data files
 

to separate diff Vs*/
 
}
 

for(Mo=Molo; Mo<=Momx; Mo+=Moi) { /* Mo loop */
 

if(b1FLAG==4) {
 

for(j=0; j<=7; j++)
 

line_append(outfile[j]); /* add "\n" to data files
 

to separate diff Mo */
 
}
 

for(Vs=Vslo; Vs<=Vsmx; Vs+=Vsi) {
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if(b1FLAG==3) {
 

for(j=0; j<=7; j++)
 

line_append(outfile[j]); /* add "\n" to data files
 

to separate diff Vs*/
 
}
 

if(logten)
 

phi=(phmx-phlo)/(phmx/phlo);
 

else
 

phi=(phmx-phlo)/phi;
 

if(phi==0.0) phi=1.0; /*increment anyway to
 

escape for-loop*/
 

/***** ph loop; important to split ph's otherwise
 

root may be ignored due to the presence of
 

a pole ************/
 

for(phmidlo=phlo-phi; phmidlo<=(phmx-phi);phmidlo+=phi){
 

if(logten)
 

phi+=phi*.2;
 

phmidx=phmidlo+phi; /* ph range: phmidlo to phmidx */
 

iter=iter+1.0;
 

/******* Screen print values if FLAGed to do so ***/
 

if(dFLAG) {
 

printf("\n Vs(%lf,%1f)41f",Vslo,Vsmx,Vs);
 

printf("\n Mo( hlf,./.1f)=%lf",Molo,Momx,Mo);
 

printf( " \n phi = %lf" ,phi );
 

printf("\n phlo = %lf" ,phlo );
 

printf("\n phmidlo= %lf" ,phmidlo );
 

printf("\n phmidx = %lf" ,phmidx );
 

printf("\n phmx = %lf" ,phmx );
 

/******* LOOK FOR ROOT! ***********/
 

root1 = HgZbrent(phmidlo,phmidx,tol,tm,Bm,Bo,eta,
 

g,Vs,Vso,Vo,ao,bo,co,Mo,A,bp,To,Eti,
 

m,mu,sig,pknum,pc,dFLAG,funct);
 

if(dFLAG) /* screen print root */
 

printf("\n root = %lf \n ",rootl);
 

/***** If root was NOT found with a reasonable
 

value, or is at the end, make root=0 ***/
 

if( (phmidlo+(2*phi))>=phmx && root1==-999) {
 

/* last try */
 

if(root1==-999)
 

root1=0.0;
 

phmidlo=phmx+1; /* Assume no dual solutions &
 

quit ph loop */
 
} 

if(rootl!=-999) {
 

*imup = ";
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*imUs = ";
 

/**** If root value was found *******
 

first, calculate functional values ******/
 

if(rootl!=0.0) {
 

up1 = tm*Bm/rootl;
 

simpi = simpson(up1,Bo,eta,m,mu,sig,pknum,pc);
 

simpi = pow(simp1,1.5);
 

dum = Vso *Moi *rootl;
 

mue = simpson(Bm,Bo,eta,m,mu,sig,pknum,pc);
 

fmu = pow(mue,1.5);
 

div = simpl/fmu;
 

dip = (div*(Mo-1.0))/Mo;
 

dump = (1.0-(dip+Vs/(Mo*Vso)));
 

dum1 = dum*dump;
 

if(dum1<=0.0) {
 

duml=abs(dum1);
 

*imup='i';
 
}
 

up = sqrt(dum1);
 

dum2 = (Mo*Vso*root1)/dump;
 

if(dum2<=0.0) {
 

dum2=abs(dum2);
 

*imUs='i';
 

}
 

Us = sqrt(dum2);
 

Eh = Eoo(A,bp,Vo,Vso) Eoo(A,bp,Vo,Vs) + Eti;
 

Ehth= Eoo(A,bp,Vo,Vso) Eoo(A,bp,Vo,Vs)
 

+ thermal(To,m,Vso,Vo)
 

else
 

Us=up=Eh=Ehth=0;
 

for(j=0; j<=7; j++) /* Open output data files */
 

rootsum[j] = fopen(outfile[j],"a");
 

if(rootl!=0.0)
 

fprintf(rootsum[0],"\n%lf %e %e %s%lf
 

%s%lf %e %e",
 

Mo,Vs,
 

root1, /*Print no zeros for*/
 

imUs,Us,imup,up, /* smaller file */
 

Eh,Ehth
 

);
 

if(root1!=0 II zrFLAG) { /* If solution exists*/
 

Ezz = Eoo(A,bp,Vo,Vso); /* or print zero */
 

Ehz = Eoo(A,bp,Vo,Vs); /* solution values */
 

Eht = thermal(To,m,Vs,Vo);
 

gam = gama(g,Vs,Vo,ao,bo,co);
 

Hy = HVs(g,Vs,Vso,Vo,ao,bo,co,Mo);
 

Gv = GVs(A,bp,To,Vs,Vso,Vo,g,ao,bo,co,m,Eti);
 

Dv = DVs(g,Vs,Vso,Vo,ao,bo,co,Mo);
 

if(rootl!=0.0)
 

gauss = distrib (eta,(tm /rootl) *Bm,Bm,Bo,mu,
 

sig,pknum,pc)*(Vsmx-Vslo)+Vslo;
 

else
 

gauss=0.0;
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frac= simpl/fmu;
 

fracpv=frac*(Vsmx-Vslo)+Vslo;
 

/**** Here the output data is printed onto files
 

There is nothing specifically important
 

about any of these values (except of
 

course rootl,Mo,Vs,Us,up). They are
 

simply values that were used in this
 

thesis to analyze the behavior of the
 
program. *********************************/
 

if(funct==1) {
 

fprintf(rootsum[7],"\n%lf %e %e %e %e %s%lf
 

%s%lf %e %e %e %lf %e
 

%e %e %e %e %e %e",
 

Mo,Vs,
 

mu[jj],sig[kk],
 

rootl,
 

imUs,Us,imup,up,
 

Vso*(Mo-1)*frac,
 

Ezz,
 

Ehz,
 

Eti,
 

Eht,
 

Ezz+Eti,
 

Ehz+Eht,
 

Ezz+Eti-Ehz-Eht,
 

Ezz+Eti-Ehz,
 

gauss,
 

fracpv
 

);
 

fprintf(rootsum[6],"\n%e %e %e %e %e %e %e %e
 

%e %e %e %e %e %e %e %e
 

%e %e %e %e %e %e",
 

Vs,
 

rootl,
 

Gv,
 

Poo(A,Vs,Vo,bp),
 

gam,
 

Ezz,
 

Ehz,
 

Eti,
 

Ezz+Eti-Ehz,
 

gam*(Ezz+Eti-Ehz),
 

(gam*(Ezz+Eti-Ehz))/Vs,
 

2*gam/Vs,
 

Hy,
 

(Mo*Vso-Vs),
 

Dv,
 

(Mo-1)*Vso,
 

frac,
 

Dv*frac,
 

1-Hv+Dv*frac,
 

Mo *Vso *rootl,
 

1-(Mo-1)*frac/Mo+Vs/(Mo*Vso)
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);
 

}
 

else {
 

fprintf(rootsum[7],"\n%.41f %.4e %.41f %.41f
 

%.4e %.4e %.4e %.4e %.41f
 

%.4e %.4e %.4e %.4e",
 

Vs,
 

mu[ji],sig[kk],
 

rootl,
 

Eoo(A,bp,Vo,Vso),
 

Eoo(A,bp,Vo,Vs),
 

Eti,
 

Eht,
 

Ezz+Eti,
 

Ehz+Eht,
 

Ezz+Eti-Ehz-Eht,
 

Ezz+Eti-Ehz
 

);
 

fprintf(rootsum[6],"\n%e %e %e %e %e %e",
 

Vs,
 

rootl,
 

Poo(A,Vs,Vo,bp),
 

gam,
 

Eti,
 

Eht
 

);
 

}
 

}
 

for(j=0; j<=7; j++)
 

fclose(rootsum[j]);
 
}
 

}
 

}
 

}
 

sig[kk]+=sigi[kk];
 
}
 

}
 

mu[jj]+=muiEjj1;
 
}
 

}
 

rootsum[5]=fopen(outfile[5],"w");
 
for(ph=phlo; ph<=phmx; ph+=((phmx-phlo)/1000))
 

fprintf(rootsum[5],"\n%e %e",distrib(eta,(tm/ph)*Bm,Bm,
 

Bo,mu,sig,pknum,pc)*(Vsmx-Vslo)+Vslo,ph);
 

fclose(rootsum[5]);
 

u);
printf(" Thank You
 
}
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HgZbrent.c
 

/************************************************************
 

Program: HgZbrent.c
 

Description: Uses Brent's method of root search between two
 

functional values defined by calling function
 

HgLoc.c
 

called by HgLoc.c
 

This function may be found in the book,
 

"Numerical Recipes in C," by Press et al
 

#define ITMAX 100
 

#define EPS 3.0e-8
 

double HgZbrent(phloz,phmxz,tol,tm,Bmz,Boz,etaz,g,Vs,Vso,Vo,
 

ao,bo,co,Mo,A,bp,To,Eti,mz,muz,sigz,pknumz,
 

pcz,dFLAG,funct)
 

int etaz,mz,pknumz[],dFLAG,funct;
 

double phloz,phmxz,tol,tm,Bmz,Boz,g,Vs,Vso,Vo,
 

ao,bo,co,Mo,A,bp,To,Eti,muz[],sigz[],pcz[];
 

double a=phloz,b=phmxz,b1=1.0,b2=2.0,b3=3.0,c,d,e,min1,min2;
 

double fa,fb,function(),fc,p,q,r,s,to11,xm;
 

int iter,dum,try;
 

char dummy;
 

FILE *fopen(),*arootgraph;
 

fa=function(a,tm,Bmz,Boz,etaz,g,Vs,Vso,Vo,ao,bo,co,
 

Mo,A,bp,To,Eti,mz,muz,sigz,pknumz,pcz,funct);
 

fb=function(b,tm,Bmz,Boz,etaz,g,Vs,Vso,Vo,ao,bo,co,
 

Mo,A,bp,To,Eti,mz,muz,sigz,pknumz,pcz,funct);
 

if(dFLAG)
 

printf("\n f(%1f)-41f\n f( %1f)=%lf",a,fa,b,fb);
 

if(fb*fa>0.0) /* both><0, assume can't reduce
 

to zero, out we go */
 

return(-999);
 

fc=fb;
 

if(dFLAG)
 

printf("\n "'III ROOT SEARCH 'I'm");
 
for(try=1,iter=1; iter<=ITMAX; iter++)
 

if((fb*fc)>0.0) { /* fb not zero */
 

c = a; /* c = Phlo */
 

fc= fa; /* croot = aroot */
 

e = d = b-a; /* Phmx Phlo */
 

}
 

if(fabs(fc)<fabs(fb)) { /* lowroot < highroot */
 

a = b; /* switch, Phlo <= Phmx */
 

b = c; /* Phmx <= Phlo */
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c = a;
 

fa=fb; /* Switch roots */
 

fb=fc;
 

fc=fa;
 

if(dFLAG)
 

printf("\n %d) f(%il) = %lf Root Switch",++try,b,fb);
 

else {
 

if (dFLAG)
 

printf("\n %d) f(%lf) = %lf ",++try,b,fb) ;
 

}
 

toll = 2.0*.00000003*fabs(b) + 0.5*tol; /* convergence check,
 

create new */
 

xm = 0.5*(c-b); /* tolerance and see if the answer */
 

if(((fabs(xm)<=toll)Wfabs(fb)<tol*fabs(b)))1Ifabs(fb)==0.0)
 

return(b);
 

b3=b2;
 

b2=b1;
 

bl=b;
 

if(b==b2) {
 

if(dFLAG)
 

printf( "Looks like rain");
 

return(-999);
 
}
 

if( fabs(e)>=toll && fabs(fa)>fabs(fb))
 

s=fb/fa; /* attempt at inverse quadratic interpolation */
 

if(a==c) {
 

p=2.0*xm*s;
 

q=1.0-s;
 

}
 

else
 

q=fa/fc;
 

r=fb/fc;
 

p=s*(2.0*xm*q*(q-r)-(b-a)*(r-1.0) );
 
q=(q-1.0)*(r-1.0)*(s-1.0);
 

}
 

if(p>0.00) /*Check whether in bounds*/
 

q = -q;
 

p=fabs(p) ;
 

mini = 3.0*xm*q-fabs(toll*q);
 

min2 = fabs(e*q);
 

if(2.0*p < min2 ? minl min2)) {
:
 

e=d; /*amuept interpolation*/
 

d=p/q;
 
}
 

else { /*INTERPolation failed, use bisection*/
 

d=xm;
 

e=d;
 

}
 

}
 

else { /* bounds increasing too slowly, use bisection */
 

d=xm;
 

e=d;
 

}
 

http:if(p>0.00
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a = b; /* Move last best guess to a*/
 

fa = fb;
 

if( fabs(d)>toll)
 

b+=d;
 

else
 

b+=(xm>0.0 ? fabs(toll) -fabs(toll));
:
 

if( abs(b) > DBL_MAX ) return (-999); /* function will return
 

/* Now try again */
 

fb = function(b,tm,Bmz,Boz,etaz,g,Vs,Vso,Vo,
 

ao,bo,co,Mo,A,bp,To,Eti,mz,muz,sigz,pknumz,pcz);
 

if(dFLAG)
 

printf("\n 70:1) f( %lf) = %lf ", + +try,b,fb);
 

if(b<(9e7)) return(-999); /*Fg(ph)makes no sense for ph<9e7 */
 
}
 

if (dFLAG)
 

printf(" ITERATIONS EXCEEDED, No Dice ");
 

return(-999);
 
}
 

HgFunc.c
 

/*****************************************
 

Program Name: HgFunc.c
 

Type: Library
 

gama()
 

thermal()
 

debye()
 

Eoo()
 

Poo()
 

HVs()
 

DVs()
 

PVs()
 

mue()
 

Purpose: Various functions for for
 

the hugoniot root search routine HgLoc.d.c
 

called by: HgZbrent.c
 

#include "simpson.c"
 

#define si 25
 

double gama(g,Vs,Vo,a,b,c) /*Mie-Gruneisen parameter*/
 

double g,Vs,Vo,a,b,c;
 
{
 

double M,gam;
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M = 1 Vs/Vo;
 

gam = g + a*M + b*M*M + c*M*M*M;
 

return(gam);
 
}
 

double debye(Vso,Vo) /*debye temperature for Aluminum*/
 

double Vso,Vo;
 

{
 

double de,rat,num;
 

rat = Vso/Vo;
 

num = -1.78*((.9877*rat)-1.00);
 

de = 395.00*(exp(num));
 

return(de);
 
}
 

double thermal(To,m,Vso,Vo,pknum) /*The thermal E contribution*/
 

double To,Vso,Vo;
 

int m,pknum[];
 

double therm,de,nval,Bo,upper,Bm,mu,sig,pc;
 

double debye(),simpson();
 

int zeta;
 

de = debye(Vso,Vo);
 

upper = de/To;
 

zeta = 101;
 

nval = 1.0;
 

mu = 0.0;
 

sig = 0.0;
 

Bm = 0.0;
 

Bo = 0.0;
 

pc = 0.0;
 

therm = 2.771*pow(10,7)*pow(To,4)*pow(de,3)
 

*simpson(upper,Bo,zeta,m,nval,mu,sig,pknum,pc);
 

return (therm);
 
}
 

double Eoo(A,bp,Vo,V) /* Volume contribution to the */
 

double A,bp,Vo,V; /* specific internal energy */
 

double phi,eone,etwo,M,rat,R;
 

rat = V/Vo;
 

R = 1.00/3.00;
 

M = 1.00 pow(rat,R);
 

eone = exp(2.00*bp*M);
 

http:1.00/3.00
http:1.78*((.9877*rat)-1.00
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etwo = exp(bp*M);
 

phi = Vo*((3.00*A)/(2.00*bp))*(eone-2.00*etwo);
 

return(phi);
 
}
 

double Poo(A,V,Vo,bp) /*The volume contribution to the pressure*/
 

double A,V,Vo,bp;
 

{
 

double po,M,rat,R,eone,etwo;
 

M = 1.00 pow(V/Vo,1.00/3.00);
 

rat = V/Vo;
 

R = -2.00/3.00;
 

eone = exp(2.00*bp*M);
 

etwo = exp(bp*M);
 

po = A*(pow(rat,R))*(eone-etwo);
 

return(po);
 
}
 

double DVs(g,Vs,Vso,Vo,a,b,c,Mo)
 

double g,Vs,Vso,Vo,a,b,c,Mo;
 
{
 

double dvs;
 

double gama();
 

dvs = (gama(g,Vs,Vo,a,b,c)*(Mo 1.00)*Vso)/(2*Vs);
 

return(dvs);
 

}
 

double HVs(g,Vs,Vso,Vo,a,b,c,Mo)
 

double Mo,g,Vs,Vo,a,b,c,Vso;
 
{
 

double hvs,bb;
 

double gams();
 

bb = Mo*Vso-Vs;
 

hvs = (gama(g,Vs,Vo,a,b,c)/(2.00*Vs))*bb;
 

return(hvs);
 
}
 

double GVs(A,bp,To,Vs,Vso,Vo,g,a,b,c,m,Eti,pknum)
 

int m,pknum[];
 

double A,bp,To,Vs,Vso,Vo,g,a,b,c,Eti;
 
{
 

double energy,gvs;
 

double Eoo(),thermal(),gama(),Poo();
 

http:2.00/3.00
http:pow(V/Vo,1.00/3.00
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if(Eti==0.00)
 

energy = Eoo(A,bp,Vo,Vso) Eoo(A,bp,Vo,Vs)
 

+ thermal(To,m,Vso,Vo,pknum);
 

if(Eti!=0.00)
 

energy = Eoo(A,bp,Vo,Vso) Eoo(A,bp,Vo,Vs) + Eti;
 
gvs = Poo(A,Vs,Vo,bp)+ (gama(g,Vs,Vo,a,b,c)/Vs)*energy;
 

return(gvs);
 

}
 

double PVs(double Vsp)
 
{
 

double ph,vs,p[6];
 

FILE *fppm,*fpdat,*fopen();
 

fppm = fopen("ph.param","r"); fpdat= fopen("ph.dat","w");
 

fscanf(fppm,"%e\n%e\n%e\n%e\n%e",p[1],p[2],p[3],p[4],13[5]);
 

ph = p[1]*pow(vs,4) + p[2]*pow(vs,3) + p[3]*pow(vs,2)
 

+ p[4]*vs + p [5] ;
 

fprintf(fpdat,"%e %e",vs,ph);
 

fclose(fppm); fclose(fpdat);
 

return(ph);
 
}
 

double mue(Bmm,Bom,etam,mm,mum,sigm,pknumm,pcm)
 

int mm,etam,pknumm[]; 

double Bmm,Bom,mum[],sigrn[] , pcm ; 

{ 

double intgr,intg;
 
double simpson();
 

intgr = simpson(Bmm,Bom,etam,mm,mum,sigm,pknumm,pcm);
 

intg = .500 * pow(intgr,-1.50);
 

return(intg);
 

/*End Functions of Vs*/
 

double function(Xvar,tm,Bmf,Bof,etaf,g,Vs,Vso,Vo,a,b,c,
 

Mo,A,bp,To,Eti,mf,csig,sigf,pknumf,psig,funct)
 

int etaf,mf,pknumf[],funct;
 

double Xvar,tm,Bmf,Bof,g,Vs,Vso,Vo,a,b,c,
 

Mo,A,bp,To,Eti,csig[],sigf[],psig];
 
{
 

double upper,simpl,simp2,fGVs,fHVs,fDVs,fx,Ph,fGv;
 

double simpson(),mue(),GVs(),HVs(),DVs();
 

http:pow(intgr,-1.50
http:if(Eti!=0.00
http:if(Eti==0.00
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FILE *fp, *fopen();
 

if(funct==1) { /* Rankine-Hugoniot for HgLoc.c */
 

upper = tm*Bmf/Xvar;
 

simpi = simpson(upper,Bof,etaf,mf,csig,sigf,pknumf,psig);
 

simpi = pow(simp,1.5);
 

simp2 = simpson(Bmf ,Bof,etaf,mf,csig,sigf,pknumf,psig);
 

simp2 = pow(mue,1.5);
 

fGVs = GVs(A,bp,To,Vs,Vso,Vo,g,a,b,c,mf,Eti,pknumf);
 

fHVs = HVs(g,Vs,Vso,Vo,a,b,c, Mo);
 

fDVs = DVs(g,Vs,Vso,Vo,a,b,c,Mo);
 

fx = Xvar fGVs/(1.0 fHVs + fDVs*(simp1/simp2));
 
}
 

if(funct==2) { /* Mie-Gruneisen solution search */
 

Ph = PVs(Vs);
 

fGv = Poo(A,Vs,Vo,bp)*(Eoo(A,bp,Vo,Vso)-Eoo(A,bp,Vo,Vs)+Eti);
 

fx = (.5*(Mo*Vso-Vs)
 

+ fGv*Ph
 

Vs*(1/gama(g,Vs,Vo,a,b,c))
 

) g(Mo-1)*Vso);
 
}
 

if(funct==3) { Rankine-Hugoniot for Hgfrac.c
 

fGVs = GVs(A,bp,To,Vs,Vso,Vo,g,a,b,c,mf,Eti,pknumf);
 

fHVs = HVs(g,Vs,Vso,Vo,a,b,c,Mo);
 

fDVs = DVs(g,Vs,Vso,Vo,a,b,c,Mo);
 

fx = fGVs/(1.0 fHVs + fDVs*(pow(Xvar,1.5)));
 
}
 

return(fx);
 
}
 

simpson.c
 

/*****************************************
 

Program Name: simpson.c
 

Type: Function
 

Purpose: Together with "trapzd.c"
 
calculates integration, or
 

area under curve specified
 

in "distrib.c" by variable
 

eta
 

called by: function.c
 

This function may be found in the book,
 

"Numerical Recipes in C," by Press et al
 
******************************************/
 

#define EPSsimp 1.0e-6
 

#include "trapzd.c"
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double simpson(uppers,Bos,etas,ms,mus,sigs,pknums,pcs)
 

int etas,ms,pknums[];
 

double uppers,Bos,mus[],sigs[],pcs[];
 

{
 

int j;
 

double s,st,ost,os;
 

double trapzd();
 

double tm;
 

char dummy;
 

tm = 90000000;
 

st = s = 0.0;
 

ost = os = -1.0e30;
 

for(j=1; j<=ms; j++) {
 

st=trapzd(etas,Bos,uppers,j,mus,sigs,pknums,pcs);
 

s=(4.0*st-ost)/3.0;
 

if(fabs(s-os) < EPSsimp*fabs(os))
 

return(s);
 

os=s;
 

ost=st;
 

}
 

/* printf("Too many steps in routine qsimp"); */
 
}
 

trapzd.c
 

/*****************************************
 

Program Name: trapzd.c
 

Type: Function
 

Purpose: Together with "simpson.c"
 
calculates integration, or
 

area under curve specified
 

in "distrib.c" by variable
 
eta
 

called by: simpson.c
 

This function may be found in the book,
 

"Numerical Recipes in C," by Press et al
 
******************************************/
 

#include "distrib.c"
 

double trapzd(etat,Bot,uppert,nt,mut,sigt,pknumt,pct)
 

int nt,etat,pknumt[];
 

double Bot,uppert,mut[],sigtD,pctn;
 
{ 
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double x,tnm,sum,del;
 

static double ss;
 

static int itert;
 

int
 j;
 

double distrib();
 

char dummy;
 

if(nt==1) {
 

itert=1;
 

return (ss=0.5*(uppert-Bot)
 

*((Bot*distrib(etat,Bot,uppert,Bot,mut,sigt,pknumt,pct))
 

+(uppert
 

*distrib(etat,uppert,uppert,Bot,mut,sigt,pknumt,pct))));
 

} else {
 

for(itert=1,j=1; j<nt-1; j++)
 

itert <<= 1;
 

tnm=itert;
 

del=(uppert-Bot)/tnm;
 

x =Bot+0.5*del;
 

for(sum=0.0,j=1;j<=itert;j++,x+=del)
 

sum+=(x*distrib(etat,x,uppert,Bot,mut,sigt,pknumt,pct));
 

itert*=2;
 

ss=0.5 *(ss+(uppert-Bot)*sum/tnm);
 

return (ss);
 

}
 

}
 

distrib.c
 

/*****************************************
 

Program Name: trapzd.c
 

Type: Function
 

Purpose: Calculates the value of a void distribution
 

function's point at a xval called from trapzd.
 

Originally, this program used a number of
 

geometric arrangements to simulate possible
 

distributions. Since it had been re

programmed to use a Gaussian distribution,
 

all the others have been relatively ignored.
 

They are left in for potential future
 

interest, but may be deleted for th sake of
 

brevity.
 

The only distribution added from the
 

original program is the polynomial
 

fit distribution, eta=10.
 

called by: trapzd.c
 

******************************************/
 

/* program name: distrib.c
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program description:
 

Called by: simpson.c
 

*/
 

double distrib(etad,xvar,upperd,Bod,mud,sigd,pknumd,pcd)
 

int etad,pknumd[];
 

double xvar,upperd,Bod,mud[],sigdp,pcd[];
 
{
 

int i,j;
 

double di=0.0,slope,b,height,val,fi;
 

FILE *distfp,*fpl;
 

if(etad==1) { /* Constant distribution of */
 

if(xvar>=Bod) /* 1.0 across the interval*/
 

di = 1.000;
 

if(xvar<Bod)
 

di = 0.00;
 
}
 

if(etad==2) { /*Triangular distribution from */
 

height = 4.00; /* (upperd-Bod)/4 to 3(upperd-Bod)/4 */
 

if(xvar<=(upperd-Bod)*.25 II xvar>=(upperd-Bod)*.75)
 

di = 0.000;
 

if(xvar>(upperd-Bod)*.25 && xvar<(upperd-Bod)*.75) {
 

if((xvar>((upperd-Bod)*.25)) && (xvar<((upperd-Bod)*.50))) {
 

slope = 4.00*height/(upperd-Bod);
 

b = -height;
 

di = slope*xvar + b;
 

}
 

if(xvar>=(upperd-Bod)*.50 && xvar<=(upperd-Bod)*.75) {
 

slope = -4.00*height/(upperd-Bod);
 

b = height*3.00;
 

di = slope*xvar + b;
 
}
 

}
 

}
 

if(etad==3) { /*Rectangular distribution from
 

(upperd-Bod)/4 to 3(upperd-Bod)/4*/
 

if(xvar<(upperd-Bod)*.25 II xvar>(upperd-Bod)*.75)
 

di = 0.000;
 

if(xvar>=(upperd-Bod)*.25 && xvar<=(upperd-Bod)*.75)
 

di = 2.00;
 

}
 

if(etad==4) { /*Inverse of {3} above*/
 

if(xvar>=Bod && xvar<=(upperd-Bod)*.25
 

II xvar>=(upperd-Bod)*.75 && xvar<=upperd)
 

di = 2.00;
 

if((xvar>(upperd-Bod)*.25 && xvar<(upperd-Bod)*.75) Ilxvar<Bod)
 

di = 0.000;
 

} 

if(etad==5) { /* 30_60 triangle with a positive slope */
 

http:xvar<(upperd-Bod)*.75
http:if((xvar>(upperd-Bod)*.25
http:xvar>=(upperd-Bod)*.75
http:xvar<=(upperd-Bod)*.25
http:xvar<=(upperd-Bod)*.75
http:if(xvar>=(upperd-Bod)*.25
http:xvar>(upperd-Bod)*.75
http:if(xvar<(upperd-Bod)*.25
http:height*3.00
http:xvar<=(upperd-Bod)*.75
http:if(xvar>=(upperd-Bod)*.50
http:xvar<((upperd-Bod)*.50
http:if((xvar>((upperd-Bod)*.25
http:xvar<(upperd-Bod)*.75
http:if(xvar>(upperd-Bod)*.25
http:xvar>=(upperd-Bod)*.75
http:if(xvar<=(upperd-Bod)*.25
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if(xvar>=Bod) /* from Bod to Bmax */
 

slope = 2.0/(upperd Bod);
 

b = 2.0*Bod/(upperd Bod);
 

di = slope*xvar + b;
 
}
 

if(xvar<Bod)
 

di = 0.00;
 

}
 

if(etad==6) /* 30._60 triangle with a negative slope */
 

if(xvar<Bod) /* from upperdin to upperdax */
 

di = 0.00;
 

if(xvar>=Bod)
 

slope = -2.00/(upperd Bod);
 

b = 2.00*upperd/(upperd Bod);
 

di = slope*xvar + b;
 
}
 

}
 

if(etad==7) /* Variable version of {3} above */
 

if(xvar<mud[0]*(upperd-Bod) II xvar>sigd[0]*(upperd-Bod))
 

di = 0.00;
 

if(xvar>=mud[0]*(upperd-Bod) && xvar<=sigd[0]*(upperd-Bod))
 

height = 1.00/(sigd[0] mud[0]);
 

di = height;
 
}
 

}
 

if(etad==8) /* Variable version of {2} above*/
 

height = 2.00/(sigd[0] mud[0]);
 

if(xvar<mud[0]*(upperd-Bod) II xvar>sigd[0]*(upperd-Bod))
 

di = 0.00;
 

if(xvar>=mud[0]*(upperd-Bod) && xvar<(upperd-Bod)*.50)
 

slope = height/((upperd-Bod)*(.50 mud[0]));
 

b = -slope*mud[0]*(upperd-Bod);
 

di = slope*xvar + b;
 

}
 

if(xvar>=(upperd-Bod)*.50 && xvar<=sigd[0]*(upperd-Bod)) {
 

slope = -height/((upperd-Bod)*(sigd[0] .50));
 

b = height + slope*(upperd-Bod)/2.00;
 

di = slope*xvar + b;
 
}
 

}
 

if(etad==9)	 /* Adjustable Gaussian distribution function */
 

/* mud is the center ofthe dist. function */
 

/* sigd is the width at half maximum */
 

/* if pknumd[0]=1, then add Gaussians */
 

/* if not, pknumd[2] is mu#, and [4] is sig# */
 

if(pknumd[0]==1)
 

for(i=1; i<=pknumd[1]; i++) { /* for each mu change */
 

vat= -((xvar-mud[i])*(xvar-mud[i]))/(2.0*sigd[i]*sigd[i]);
 

di = di + exp(val);
 
}
 

http:slope*(upperd-Bod)/2.00
http:if(xvar>=(upperd-Bod)*.50
http:height/((upperd-Bod)*(.50
http:xvar<(upperd-Bod)*.50
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else {
 

vat= -((xvar-mud[ pknumd[2] ]) *(xvar -mud[ pknumd[2] ]))
 

/(2.0*sigd[ pknumd[4] ]*sigd[ pknumdC41 ]);
 

di = exp(val);
 
}
 

}
 

if(etad==10) {
 

for(i=1; i<=11; i++) {
 

val=pow(xvar,(i-1));
 

di+=(pcd[i-1]*val);
 
}
 

}
 

if(etad==101) { /*Exponential distribution for Debye Temp.*/
 

slope = exp(xvar) 1.00;
 

if(slope==0.00)
 

slope = .000001;
 

di = xvar*xvar/slope;
 
}
 

return(di);
 
}
 

Hgfrac.c
 

/****************************************************
 

Program Name: Hgfrac.c
 

Type: Main
 

Purpose: The program HgLoc.c is constrained by
 

whether a particular solution is continuous or
 

physical or not. Thus, it can only locate a
 

line-like set of solutions if it finds a
 

solution at all. Hgfrac.c calculates all the
 

solutions possible for a certain set of
 

parameters. What one obtains is a field of
 

solutions. The solution field contains several
 

Hugoniot "lines" that might be calculated.
 

******************************************************/
 

#include <math.h>
 

#include <limits.h>
 

#include <stdio.h>
 

#include "HgZbrent.c"
 

#include "HgFunc.c"
 

#include "line_append.c"
 

#define SI 30
 

http:if(slope==0.00
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main(int argc,char *argv[])
 
{
 

/***** SET VARIABLES ******************
 

The variables are initialized in order
 

of appearance of the group that they
 
belong. ******************************/
 

FILE *udatfp;
 

double finc,frac,fracup,fracdown,fracpv;
 

int funct,m,logten;
 

double phlo,phmidx,phmidlo,phmx,phi;
 

double Vslo,Vsmx,Vsi;
 

double Molo,Momx,Moi;
 

int dFLAG,pfvFLAG,b1FLAG,mudivF[SI],sigdivF[SI],cgFLAG,
 

zrFLAG;
 

char outfileE8HSI];
 

FILE *mdatfp;
 

char mdatafile[SI] ;
 

double tm,Vo,A,bp,Eti,g,ao,bo,co,Vi,Co,b1,b2;
 

FILE *rootsum;
 

double Us,up,upl,up2;
 

double dip,div,dum,dum1,dump,dum2;
 

double simp1,simp2,fx1,fx2,root1,To=373.15,tol,Vs,Vso,
 

Mo,fu,mue,fmu;
 

char imup[1],imUs[l];
 

double Eh,Ehz,Eht,Ehth,Ezz,Ezt,gam,gauss;
 

double frac,fracpv,Dv,Gv,Hv;
 

double ph;
 

FILE *fopen() ;
 

int i,j,k,l,jj,kk;
 

char dummy;
 

double double_dummy=1.0,pknum[1],pc[1],mu[1],sig[1];
 

int int_dummy=1,m,eta;
 

/***************** OPEN DATA FILE & GET DATA **********/
 

/* Input from Hglntro.c */
 

if(argc==2) {
 

if((udatfp = fopen("fempl","r+"))==NULL) {
 

printf("\n1Unable to access user data file, %s",*argv);
 

exit(0);
 

}
 

}
 

else { /* input from file */
 

if((udatfp = fopen("fempl","r+"))==NULL) {
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printf("\n2Unable to access user data file, %s",*argv);
 
exit(0);
 

}
 

}
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%d \n",&funct );
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%lf\n",&fracup );
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%lf\n",&fracdown);
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%lf\n",&finc ) ;
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%lf\n",&Vslo ),
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%lf\n",&Vsmx );
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%lf\n",&Vsi );
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%lf\n",&Molo ),
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%lf\n",&Momx );
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%lf\n",&Moi );
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%lf\n",&b1FLAG );
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%s \n",mdatafile);
 

fscanf(udatfp,"%s" ,outfile );
 

if((mdatfp = fopen(mdatafile,"r+"))==NULL) { /*214*/
 

printf( " \n2.lUnable to access material paramter file, %s",
 

mdatafile);
 

exit(0);
 

}
 

fscanf(mdatfp,"%lf\n",&tm); /* Material shear strength */
 

fscanf(mdatfp,"%lf\n",&Vo); /* specific Volume at 0 K */
 

fscanf(mdatfp,"%lf\n",&Vso); /* specific volume at SPT */
 

fscanf(mdatfp,"%lf\n",&A);
 

fscanf(mdatfp,"%lf\n",&bp);
 

fscanf(mdatfp,"%lf\n",&Eti); /* energy density at SPT */
 

fscanf(mdatfp,"%lf\n",&g);
 

fscanf(mdatfp,"%lf\n",&ao); /* Poo const */
 

fscanf(mdatfp,"%lf\n",&bo); /* Poo const */
 

fscanf(mdatfp,"%lf\n",&co); /* Poo const */
 

fscanf(mdatfp,"%lf\n",&Vi);
 

fscanf(mdatfp,"%lf\n",&Co); /* Gruneisen const */
 

fscanf(mdatfp,"%lf\n",&b1); /* Gruneisen const */
 

fscanf(mdatfp, " %lf \n ", &b2); /* Gruneisen const */
 

fclose(mdatfp);
 

/********** PREPARE THE OUTPUT FILE **********/
 

rootsum = fopen(outfile,"w");
 

if(funct==3)
 

fprintf(rootsum,"# Hugoniot");
 

else
 

fprintf(rootsum,"# Mie-Gruneisen");
 

fprintf(rootsum,"\n# Vslo = %e Vsmx=%e Vsi=%lf",Vslo,Vsmx,Vsi);
 

fprintf(rootsum,"\n# Molo = %e Momx=%e Moi=%lf",Molo,Momx,Moi);
 

fprintf(rootsum,"\n# Material data file:%s",mdatafile);
 

fclose(rootsum);
 

file:%s",mdatafile
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/******** SET UP THE PHI, VSI, MOI, MUI, sigl INCREMENT VALUES */
 

Vsi=(Vsmx-Vslo)/Vsi;
 

if(Vsi==0.0) Vsi=1.0; /* increment anyway to escape for-loop*/
 

Moi=(Momx-Molo)/Moi;
 

if(Moi==0.0) Moi=1.0; /* increment anyway to escape for-loop*/
 

/* finc=(fracup-fracdown)/finc; */
 

/********** START LOOPS FOR THE ROOT CALCULATION ******/
 

for(Mo=Molo; Mo<=Momx; Mo+=Moi) /* Mo loop */
 

if (b1FLAG = =4)
 

line_append(outfile);
 

for(Vs=Vslo; Vs<=Vsmx; Vs+=Vsi) /* start with Vs loop*/
 

if(b1FLAG==3)
 

line_append(outfile);
 

/******* LOOK FOR ROOT! ***********/
 

Bm=Bo=mu[0]=sig[0]=pknum[0]=pc[0] = double_dummy;
 

m = eta = int_dummy;
 

rootsum=fopen(outfile,"a");
 

for(frac=fracdown; frac<=fracup;
 

frac+=pow(log10(fracup/fracdown)/finc,10))
 

rootl = function(frac,tm,Bm,Bo,eta,g,Vs,Vso,Vo,
 

ao,bo,co,Mo,A,bp,To,Eti,m,mu,sig,
 

pknum,pc,funct);
 

if(rootl!=0.0 && rootl > =9e7)
 

fprintf(rootsum,"\n%.101f 7.1f %.20e %e",
 

frac,Mo,rootl,Vs);
 
}
 

}
 

}
 

fprintf(rootsum,"\n");
 

fclose (root sum );
 

} /*M*/
 

APPENDIX B: Data Input Files 

HgLoc.c non-solid-material-specific execution parameters: templ 

tempi is the name of the file that contains the user designated variables for Hgloc.c. HgLoc.c 
opens templ, assigns values it contains to associated variables, and then closes tempi. templ's only 
purpose is to initialize non-solid-material-specific data to the execution. Not data is written to it; 
data is written to files specified in templ. al.file initializes the solid-material specific data. 
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The immediate following text is a printout of the file in verbatim. The file begins at the 
first number, and ends at "END." Following the file is an explanation of the input data. 
1 

.00001 .01 
9
 

0
 

1 0 0
 

.01 .1 9
 

1 0 0
 

.0005 .002 15
 

9e7 1e10 49
 

0
 

.00033 .00043 50
 

0
 

1 10 9
 

1 0
 

15
 

.01
 

al . file
 

0 0 0
 

2
 

etgl
 

ttgl
 

row:
 

column:
 

1. Mie-gruneisen eq flag
 

2.	 A. Bo distribution minimum
 

B. Bm distribution maximum
 

3.	 eta distribution of choice
 

IF eta = 9 (Gaussian)
 

4. pknum[0] ADDITION FLAG, add peaks? 1=yes 0=no
 

5.	 A. pknum[1] number of peaks for cc
 

B. cc_crFLAG carriage <RET> flag for separating data sets
 

C. cc_logFLAG xdivision flag 0-normal, 1-1og10
 

6.	 A. cclo[n] low center of Gaussian for peak = n
 

B. ccmx[n] high center of Faussian for peak = n
 

C. cci [n] number of increments between low and high centers
 

TO
 

cclo[pknum] low center of Gaussian for peak = pknum
 

ccmx[pknum] high center of Gaussian for peak = pknum
 

cci [pknum] number of increments between low and high centers
 

6.	 A. pknum[3] number of peaks for CF
 

B. CF_crFLAG
 

C. CF_logFLAG xdivision flag 0-normal, 1-log10
 

NOTE: (pknum[2] tells which cc peak HgLoc is on if pknum[0] is zero)
 

(pknum[4] tells which CF peak HgLoc is on if pknum[0] is zero)
 

FROM 0 TO pknum
 

8.	 A. CFlo[n] low width of Gaussian for peak = n
 

B. CFmx[n] high width of Gaussian for peak = n
 

C. CFi [n] number of increments between low and high widths
 

TO
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CFlo[pknum] low width of Gaussian for peak = pknum
 
CFmx[pknum] high width of Gaussian for peak = pknum
 

CFi [pknum] number of increments between low and high widths
 

IF eta = 10 (polynomial)
 

FROM i=0 TO 9
 

9. pc[i] polynomial coefficient i (up to ten values)
 

10. A. phlo low Hugonio
 

B. phmx high Hugoniot pressure value
 

C. phi number of ph increments
 

11. ph_logFLAG 1og10 div of ph
 

12. A. Vslo low shocked specific volume
 

B. Vsmx high shocked specific volume
 

C. Vsi number of Vs increments
 

13. Vs_crFLAG
 

14. A. Molo low initial porosity
 

B. Momx high initial porosity
 

C. Moi number of Mo increments
 

15. A. Mo_crFLAG
 

B. Mo_logFLAG
 

16. m number of increments in the integral
 

17. tol tolerance in finding the root
 

18. mdatafile material data file
 

19. A. zrFLAG 1 prints zero solutions in outfile
 

B. dFLAG data display flag
 

C. pfvFLAG print function values flag, to trace functions
 

21. outfile_num
 

22. A. outfile[1]
 

N. outfile[n]
 

END 

Explanation of Input 

Each of the following explanations will be in the order of: row: column: templ file description:
 
sample description: explanation.
 
1:Mie-gruneisen eq flag: 1: A flag that determines what state function will be calculated in func
tion() of HgFunc.c. function() has the potential to calculate the pressure for both the Rankine-

Hugoniot state locii equation and the Mie-Gruneisen state equation when called from HgLoc.c.
 

aluminum data: al.file 

"al.file" contains the material specific data, in this case aluminum. The file contains only these 
numbers, the description follows the column of numbers. 
90000000.000000 
0.000366 
0.000371 
62710000000.0 
3.772000 
164000.0000 
2.301000 
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-3.863000
 

-56.125000
 

215.354000
 

0.000371
 

5404.000000
 

1.176000
 

0.0000902
 

Tm 90000000.000000 Pa Maximum shear 
V00 0.000366 m3 /kg Specific Volume 
VS0 0.000371 ni3 /kg Specific Volume 
Ap 62710000000.0 Pa Fit constant for 
by 3.772000 Fit constant for 
EOT 164000.0000 J/kg Specific thermal 
F 0 2.301000 Fit constant for 
ar -3.863000 Fit constant for 
br -56.125000 Fit constant for 
Cr 215.354000 Fit constant for 
Cu 5404.000000 m/sec Fit constant for 
bu 1.176000 m/sec Fit constant for 
au 0.0000902 m/sec Fit constant for 

stress of Aluminum 
of Aluminum at 0 K, 0 Pa 
of Aluminum at STP 
calculating cold pressure 
calculating cold pressure 
energy of Aluminum at STP 
calculating r(vs) 
calculating r(vs) 
calculating F(Vs) 
calculating F(Vs) 
calculating shock speed, U 
calculating shock speed, U 
calculating shock speed, U 

APPENDIX C: Hgfracc.c non-solid-material-specific execution parameters: fempl 

3
 

.000000001 1 10
 

0 1 0
 

.00035 .00045 50
 

1
 

1 4 5
 

0 0
 

0
 

9e7
 

al.file
 

file1
 

APPENDIX D: Potential Use of Hgfrac.c 

If the Rankine-Hugoniot Equation is organized to isolate the function F71(PH), in which 

G(Vs) 
P (17s) 1 H (Vs) + I (Vs)Fii(PH) 

becomes 

F,1(PH) (D.1)
1-717(1:9:9)1 H (VS)]. 

More explicitly, this may be written, 

Poo + [F(Vs)/Vs][Eoo(Vso) E HO (VS) EOT (VSo ,T0)]
F0(PH) = [pH (V s)]2 [r (VS)! (2VS)1(1\10 1)11.90 11 [r (VS) I (2VS)](MOVS0 Vs)} (D.2) 
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then the data from an actual experiment could suggest the existence of voids. Experimental data 
could be inserted into variables for on the right to see what fraction of voids, determined by 
F0(PH), is calculated. this could give some insight into the such factors as material strength, 
collapse dynamics, melting, or any variable in the shock process. 

This method has not been analyzed, and is only presented as a potential use for Fil(PH) 
other than starting from the material strength and the distribution. It includes by default factors 
such as temperature that might play an important role in the compaction process, but are normally 
excluded. 

APPENDIX E: Constancy of Solutions 

It is important to consider whether the computer program returns different values on 
different runs. Especially when one run begins and ends with a different set of parameters than 
another. 

Here is data from two diffent runs of HgLoc.c. The parameters changed here are specific 
volume, porosity, and maximum pressure. The solutions compared here are from the exact same 
parameters, only the interval between the beginning and final parameter was changed, with both 
the beginning and final values being different. 

Execution # Pressure (Pa) Specific Volume (m3/kg) Porosity 
Phlo Phmx Volo Vomx Molo Momx 

1 9 x 107 1 x 1019 3.8 x 10-4 4.0 x 10-4 4 6 
2 1 x 105 2 x 10' 3.7 x 10-4 4.1 x 10-4 3 7 

Calculated Values 
PH VS MO 

1 1.563819 x 109 3.888 x 10-4 4.00 
2 1.563819 x 109 3.888 x 10-4 4.00 

Table E.1 Constancy of Solutions 

This demonstrates that even though the program has different execution beginning and endpoints, 
it calculates the same value for pressure. Therefore, the solutions are constant for different execu
tions. 

APPENDIX F: Glossary 

Crush Strength pressure required to completely compact a porous material. By some theories, 
the material is never completely compacted, so this value is often an approximation. 

Dependent Variable Functional values. Variables may be both dependent on another variable 
and independent to a function. Poo(17s) is dependent on Vs, but independent to G(Vs). See 
Independent variable. 
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Elastic Locking Model Void distribution model that assumes all of the voids are exactly the 
same size. The distribution appears as a spike anywhere in the distribution range. Opposite 
of the RDM. 

Hugoniot Elastic Limit (HEL) The shock stress pressure at which plastic flow occurs. 

Independent Variable Variable arguments of a function. Variables may be both dependent on 
another variable and independent to a function. Poo (Vs) is dependent on Vs, but independent 
to G(Vs). See dependent variable. 

Mie-Gruneisen State Equation Equation of state relating a constant/volume to the change 
in pressure due the change in energy. Mathematically, this is expressed by (aP/OE)v = 7/V. 
In this thesis, it is expressed as PH = Poo + r(Vs)ET(Vs,T)IVs Since volume (or specific 
volume here) is not constant, F is not constant. The Mie-Gruneisen equation is used to 
eliminate EHT, which is notoriously difficult to calculate, in the Rankine-Hugoniot equation. 

Parameter A variable quantity that may or may not influence the outcome of the execu
tion, used for quantities that may be changed, implicitly or explicitly. See dependent vari
able,independent variable, static parameter,computational parameter. 

Random Distribution Model (RDM) Void distribution model that assumes all void sizes 
between a given range are equally likely. Opposite of the ELM. 

Particle speed The speed of the material inside a shock wave. It is by definition, less than the 
shock speed. 

Porosity Mo, The fraction of the total specific volume of the material to the specific volume of 
the solid only. 

Random Distribution Model A void distribution model that allows, within the given distri
bution range, equal probability for all void sizes. This distribution is simulated by using a 
Gaussian distribution with the central maximum in the center of the distribution range, and 
a half-width much larger than the distribution range. The RDM is the opposite of the ELM. 

Rankine-Hugoniot also Rankine-Hugoniot jump equation of state, Rankine-Hugoniot equa
tion of state, Rankine-Hugoniot equation of state locii. It also may be condensed to simply 
"Hugoniot.." etc. The Rankine-Hugoniot equation is the locus of final state points for 
shocked media. The final points describe a curve in state space, but are actually not inter
connected. Each state point is arrived at from either the Hugoniot Elastic Limit, or another 
Hugoniot state point. 

Rankine-Hugoniot Concservation Equation for Internal Energy The 
Rankine-Hugoniot state loci equation written in terms of internal energy. 

Shock speed The speed of the shock wave. 

Specific Volume Inverse of the density, p-1, with units m3/kg. Used in conjunction with the 
introduction of porosity, which depends on a non-zero value for representation of voids. 

Static Parameter Physical quantity that would not change in an actual experiment. Often, 
they are represented by the initial value of a variable. The parameter or variable does not 
usually change during the program, but may do so. Vs, represents the initial specific volume 
of the material. Its value does not change, and thus is static. Mo represents the initial 
porosity, its value also does not change, but the program can be set to span a range of initial 
porosities in a single execution, thus, though it is static, it may change. 

void Distribution The function g(a) contained in Fii(Vs). It is the function governing the 
fractional number of each void size in the media being shocked. 
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APPENDIX G: Parameters 

A (chpt. 1 only) Area of piston
 

A, free area of grain i, (m2)
 

A p fit-constant for calculating the shock pressure.
 

ar fit-constant for calculating the Gruneisen Parameter
 

a, free area of grain i, (m2)
 

ao minimum free area of any grain, (m2)
 

a, maximum free area of any grain, (m2)
 

br fit-constant for calculating the Gruneisen Parameter
 

by fit-constant for calcuating the shock pressure.
 

cr fit-constant for calculating the Gruneisen Parameter
 

d average diameter of grains (m)
 

di diameter of grain i, (m)
 

EHO Isentropic reference energy density for the shocked media (J/kg)
 

EHT energy density for the shocked media (J/kg)
 

Eoo Isentropic reference energy density for the unshocked media at 0 K, (J/kg)
 

EOT Isentropic reference energy density for the unshocked media at standard conditions (the
 
pressure is considered negligible), (J/kg) 

ET temperature dependent energy density, (J/kg) 

void surface area distribution 

F (chpt. 1 only) force of Piston 

FTI Fraction of the void volume remaining after shocking to the original void volume. 

F Gruneisen Parameter 

ro fit-constant for calcuating the Gruneisen Parameter 

G = Poo + (Vs)[E Ho (Vs) E00(Vso) E0T(Vso,T0)11Vs 

gi dimensionless structure factor for grain i 

GPa GigaPascal 
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H = F(Vs) (MoVso Vs)I2Vs 

kg kilogram 

K Kelvin 

J Joule (kg m2/s2) 

D = r(Vs)(Mo 1)Vso/2Vs 

L = MoVs0PH 

m meter 

M0 Porosity 

N (1 ((A4-121'''(Vs) AlVis/' 

PH Rakine-Hugoniot shock pressure, (GPA)
 

PHO isentropic reference pressure for shocked media; calculated from V00 and Vs, (GPA)
 

p density, (kg/m2)
 

p0 initial density, (kg/m2)
 

s second
 

Si Shearing force on grain i
 

Sin Shearing force at which flow occurs on a grain of average diameter (Newtons)
 

T temperature
 

Ti shear stess on grain i,
 

maximum shear stress of a grain of average diameter, (Gpa) 

u Particle speed in a shock wave, (m/s) 

U Shock speed, (m/s) 

-specific volume, (m3/kg) 

Vh same as Vv, 

Vho same as Vvo 

170 initial specific volume, (m3/kg)
 

V00 isentropic reference volume for the shocked media, P = 0 GPa, T = 0 K. (m3/kg)
 

Var = 1 V/Voo
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VR = Vs /Voo
 

Vso initial specific volume of the solid part of the porous media, (m3/kg)
 

Vs shock induced specific volume, (m3/kg)
 

V, Void specific volume after shocking, (m3/kg)
 

V,0 void specific volume before shocking, (m3/kg)
 




